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Wood Hall.· R·oach Motel?
By John Marciano
and Laura DonohuP.
The trouble started after Christmas
break when a Woodward Hall resident
spotted some cockroaches in a first
floor bathroom at the all-girls dorm.
The resident reported the event-to the
. housernnther, Mrs. Wheaton, who
· stated that the staff would do the best
that they could do to control the probrem. As a result, the first floor
bathroom was closed for a week while
Jt was sprayed with an insecticide. Evi;~:,. ·• denUy, this did not stpp the cock. ~·. rq_aches because 'they were soon
'-' spotted in the bathrooms and halls on
both the first and second floors.
Apparently the cockroaches ·had
migrated
from the trashshoots that
Donahue
M
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connect all of the bathrooms. to the
trashbin in the basement of the dorm.
Unsatisfied with the results of the·
previous spraying, the residents went
to the House Director, Ms. Maureen
Fitzgerald, who reacted positively to
the residents complaints. Ms. ·Fitzgeraid acted quickly on the matter, and
soon the residents were informned that
on February 2nd, each room will be
sprayed again with an insecticide. She
warns the residents to carefully wash
all glasses, plates, silverware, beddings, etc., prior to using them after the
spraying is finished.
Hopefully this will extinguish the
problem, but if it does not, the whole
dorm must be evacuated for and
upcoming lo·ng weekend. This is so the
dorm maybe "bombed", which is a new
pesticide method.
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There will be a nationwide dent 1eaders trom across the .\
1
--~~ilallllllill.i!Wli,._~...,iaiaui~...,...,........,,..~~~nry.
....
The State Student Associa.., r·

!ng at Harvard University on
February 10th -12th. The
conference wilt focus on a
proposed NaUonal Student
Registration drive.
'fhe Bridgewater State Student Government Association alloted $700 to be used to
send 20 Bridg~water students. to the convention. The
$700 will also cover the $35
registration .fee.
The conference will
include.speeches and forums
featuring national leaders
with diverse viewpoints on
our nation's most prominent
issues; training on how to
conduct voter registration
drives on campus and in the
community; student leadership development and organization skills workshops; and
the oppurtunity to meet stu-

very easy to learn. Robert
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1,togetthedrivegoing.On~ · t;omputers-they're'eve,Y- '.stu
'~flow
tfti$"
of the main purposes of the
where, in our schoors, computer in five minutes. /
::;onference will be to draw homes, stores and restau- There are teaching manuals
attention' to students, who
rants. ·They have become a for the Apple II E that can be
way of life for ·many people, read by the operator, ye1
are b-ecoming more and more
politically sophisticated in
but for those who have never everything that needs to be
the Democratic world of elecused one, the first experience ;mown about the computer is
can be quite traumatic. Once gtven within the computer
toral politics.
The annual voter Registraa person gets to know the idi- system as a sort of selftion week runs from February
osyncrasies of a computer, prompting.
7 through February 14. Any
the results can be very beneSince its acquisition· in
student who registers to vote
ficial and rewarding.
October of 1983, approxibefore the 14th will be eligiLearning how to use a mately three or four students
ble to vote in the March Mas- computer isn't as difficult as have been using the Apple II
sach u ~etts Presidential
it may seem. In fact, members E computer a day, according
Primary.
of the B.S.C. community can to Simmons. This particular
·Any Bridgewater student
learn how to operate an computer was chosen
interested in attending the
Apple Computer in the Cur~ because it seemed to be very
conference should leave
riculum Library of the Cle- durable. So far, with all the
their names at either the
ment C. Maxwell Library. The use it has be.en getting by the
MASSPIRG office or The
Apple II E Computer, succes- B.S.C. comtnunity,-says SimComment office.
sor to the Apple 11, Plus, is mons, there hasq't been any
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Wood. Speaks. on
Women in TV
,Sy David Carreiro

. Patrice Wood spolte to.
dvated journalism class.

a CJ!P"

· Photo: Ed Donahue

Patrice Wood, anchorwoman of WJAR
Channel 1 o in Providence; spoke to Pro. fessor Maureen Connelly's i:Journalism
.class· on January.2·5. Ms. Wood ·t:iad been
invited to speak on t-he rofe of women in
broadca·st journalism; .. Ms. Wood spoke of many of the nowfamous anchorwomen who had to work
16 ·hour days in order to gain their professional status. Women'· were in a position
where ·they. ,h_ad to pr.c>ve to television
managemtant that they were indeed quali~
fled to be on-air reporters. It was a widely
held belie.f that the viewing public could
not, or would not, accept women as news
reporters. Thus, women had to work
extremely hard to break through this barrier. Barbara Walters, Diane Sawy~r.
Gonnie Ctiung, J~ssiql,2 Savitch, and oth-
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problems.

The ·~~ole comput~r sys0'·
is'madei:\lpofr
s~,.
a color monitor, a·jay.stick,
1

· 1e:i:n :·,f)(\>,~1r,.lr:t;Q:.r;.,

that allows. . . the operator to
move things on the ,screen
snd ·an Epson Printer. "It was
a good pric~ considering
what we got," says Simmons.
Simmons also notes that
the computer was acquired
Nith versatility in mind. Th·e
A.pple II E can be useq for
variety of dHferent things. An
:iviation major, who uses the
::omputer quite frequently,
says Simmons, ptays a simu·ated flight game, recreating
. the actual feel of flying. By
using the computer, the studentbroadens!"Jisknowledge
continued on p. 12 ..... .
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ers· were" the. trailblazers, the ones whc f• -·
:
proved -women could succeed in a field • • • • • • • • • • •
that has long been dominated· by men. :
·:
! ·.
When asked to comment on_the Christine:· Phantom Diner
Craft dismissal, Ms. Wood expressed a •
6 :
feeling a pride for Ms. Craft. She did, how~ :
p. :
.ever, believe that Ms. Craft will have a : -Menu
•
difficult time getting another job in :
p. 9 :
television.
: Straight from The .... :
Ms. Wood has been involved in broad-•
:
cast journalism for nine years. She first :
p. 12 :
oecame in.terested in this field while : Bear Hunt Continues •
attending Bowling Green University in:
p. 14 :
Ohio. She tpok an internship at a local: Everything you
:
public-broadcasting station as. a news •
_:
writer, and got her first chance to go on : wanted to know:
the a.ir when someone took a surprise : about B.S.C. 'but
:
vacation and the station was left without : were afraid. to ask.
•
anyone to do the news. She convinced :
:
continued

on p.
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Editorial

Editor's View

A Mistake Far More Serious~ ..
By Nancy L. DuPont

thing that hasn't already been of you v_who are r.eading this [
In light of the snowstorm identical. It had a differen
said about the horrors of ·who, perhaps this 'Friday or
that swept through here outcome, but the judgement
I never knew her. A month
drunk driving; I cannot know Saturday night, will h~ve to
Tuesday, there has been a was stil.1 poor. This storm also
or so from nowthedailypres-. that the ears my words fall- make the decision to drive or
change in the subject matter ·had promised sufficien
sures of life will have caused
upon will be any les~ ·deaf not'to drive when the party's
of this editorial. Originally, 1 snowfall, and comparing this
me to forget her name. I know than they were the last time · finally over. Don't let this be
·was going to discuss the storm with the previous one, I
it now only because it is star- someone tried to make· them your last wild weekend at
overcrowded situation at the th.ought ~he result would be
college, however, since this the same. However, schoo
.ing at me from an ugly black listen. I can only offer a good old BSC.
headline; I remember it now prayer for strength to those
is a timely subject, 1felt it bet- wasn't cancelled, which led
only because of the tragedy
ter to take up this issue now. - me to this editorial.
which surrounds it. But there
In my view, the administrat'm not . going , to decid
are those who will never
·tion has showed poor judge-· whether or not we should
forget her name, and among
ment concerning the two have had classes or not on
them is Craig MacTavish, the
·
.
_. .
.
snow storms we've had since either day. The thing tha
man driving the car which
return'ing.
bothers me is the inconsiskilled 26 year old Kim Radley.
· During the first. week of· tency of the college in cal ling
It's hard to say which is the
By Matthew Peter Donoghue Al.1-Colleg·e Com.mittee.
classes, there was a storm off classes. The roads were
greater tragedy, Ms. Radley's
In fai~ness to Mr. D'obson,
1hat ·brought along with it a obviously Worse on Tuesday
death or the fact that MacLast nigh_t's S.G.A ... h.owever, his bitterness is
sig·nificant snowstorm.' than· they. were two. weeks
Tavish, a member of the Bosmeeting-perhaps more. than certainly tmderstandable; the
According to the weather- before and still classes· were
ton Bruins Professional
at any other time, demon- Senate rejection .of h~m was,
men that night, there were to heJd:
·
hockey team, was allegedly
strated that the present · to· some Ciegree, a· result of
be two low fronts moving up
I talked with students· who
driving under the influence of
group of representatives cari lingering passiqns and·ques~
through ·the New ·England had fo. C:ommµte on t~at day
alcohol. I guess it depends
not function as a whole effec-· tions ·over the" Impeachmentarea only hours apart. This· and. they al·I had similar state-·
tively. There is. a di.chotomy Articles.against him: fil.ed and . caused the experts to predict ments about the driving con
what your point of view is.
But the point I am really tryin the ieadersh~p beginning disrpissed this past Fall.
· a sufficient amount for the ditions:. they were poor and
ing to malte is that this inciwith President Paul .Dobson,
Bµt ±he point is,.everyone
".reg•on..
. fra~el'in_g ".Vas ~low. Sine~ this
dent is more than the loss of a
on down through the ranks,· . in -the .S.G ..A. .i~i ~upposed to
Subsequently, when. 1 is a predominantly commute
human life, more than a senincluding 2nd Vice-President be of college . age,· supwoke up that Thursday morn- .school; it is ·needless ~o. say
Carrie Kulick, Treasurer posedlyofsumcientmaturity. ing".l.had expected the col-· that clas~es were thin. on
seless act committed by one
Cisco Menesis, Secretary to put asiqe pe~ty personality. lege fo'be buried. Needless to Tuesday. ·
who probably should havE
known better. What makes it
Xena Wallin, and Elect_iOf)S ·conflic~s and wor~·togetl"Je.r .say·,-the roads were ·in good · .In. closing, I ask jus~. two
so completely unpardonable
Director David Carreiro. ~nd in ·your· service· ·on. issues
condition and the sides of the· ~hings:. 1 )' ~e more cons.1stent
is th~ fact that MacTavish, a~
it was plain last night that which need to be. addressed.
sfreet. appeared to l3e well in calling classes and. 2)
a public person and a roli:-President Dobson,· whether ·Perhaps by .referendum or _cleared. My first reaction was Begin cancellation notice
model for many Boston are:
on his own account, · or ·some other form of .mass .
start ge_tting ready for ea.rlier so that those commuyoungsters, failed to upholr
because others simply dislike· expression, your . S.G.A.
classes, but 1 deCided to ters that have to get up for an.
the responsibility he has· t~·
him, is at the root of it.
·
· repre'senfatives need to be
listen for the ·cancellation 8:00 class will know on time if.
his public to act in a wa.
Recently, the last of many. reminded that yo·u ·elected
instead. After hearing clas~es are cancelled. These
which befits one of his partic
bids by Mr. Dobson to them, and that they are there ·nothing, 1 decided to call two things will benefi~ stuular: status. When given th•
appoint himself to the All- _to .work for· you,. not fight . health services. They con- . dents as well as faculty ..
chance to present a positiv·
College Committee failed. amongst. themselve·s.
firmed ·there was no school.
And it became obvoius last
lssue_s .which r:ieed to be
Poo.r judgement, I thought.
Your Editor,
image to the hundreds of kic
who watch him play and war'
night that his recent vetoes · addressed? Fi~ancial Aid,
This Tuesday was almost
Gregory c. Mathis
to _be like n1m.someday, h•_ . (1or a\locations ~Q- pay f,Rr: 1, curriculurp revi~w •. ,poUcies· .·... .· . . . . _ . . .
.
·
..
-"-·blew it;"~n:d-~~ffli~-&k-e-+5'{-&.,.,_,:~~.t~L-&st&~W~tGf\~Memo.Q.a.llt_..,.,atf,Q~~-~... s:t 11dei+t• 1111 ~ ~l•e*B99'.dtwtnln
.111 .. :t ~1t1 • •*nm .. . . · Ifs tJ 1 u1r f p 1
more serious than he eve·· Speaker· 2 The Student Tel- security dining hall sanitary.· ·· · · . · · · .
unn '
·
nnouncemerl 5 • and
e ' ·
·
·
·
Durrng the frrst two weeks ter's to the Editor
could have imagined. .
ephone Directory.; 3, Letters conditions an? up-gradin'g of
of publication this semester
Tuesda.y· Sports· EntertainStrange how veh1cula·
fortheBoardouts1detheStuthe food servrce And these
·
. '
·
'
. .
.
.
.
.·
we have been rather lenient ment Features
·
homrc1de.someho~ become~:
dent ~Union; and the move to·· ~re only a few!
·in enforcin the de dli
'
.
appoint Jeff May George
·The picture by way of com. ..
.9.
a nes. Wednesday. News, Cartons,
more serious a ·cnme wher.
..
..
.
.. · . .
' .
.
·
.
..
Thrs rs going to change Graphics
.the police are puttrng thf
McCanon, rvtary McLaugh- mentary I've drawn fc>r you 1s
be innin with th . xt
b
. ·
.
-handcuffs on you than it i~~
lin Terry Miller and Dan not yet accurate There are
. g.
9..
~ ne pu ~
These deadlines .will be
.. ·
·
· . to .the· Electrons
·
.
· .
.and
-· · e·xecutrve
.
l1cat1on,Thedeadlmesw1ll
be enforced
·fr""m··
here o""··Any
when you are leavrng·a
part':
Darcy
Com- many Senators
.
·
.
.
v.
''·
wtth your c~r keys in onE:
mitte,e) were ·.motivated officers. who are willing to
~~1c~~d enforced from here. material . recreved after the .
follows:'· and they are as app~opnate Will not be
hand and a Heineken in the almost sirigularly by his bit- work1 have demonstrated
otrer. ·.
terness at the Senate's refpublished.
I don't think I can say anyusal to appoint him to the
continued
3 .. ~;·········-···'···· M.onday: · Adver~.tsements,
Gregory Mathis
.
Personals, ClassUie.ds,

c om··menta·
· · ·ry·

to

y·

on,;.

:

'
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'
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All Men Are
Created Equal

Commentary
.........................................................

By Liz Scroggs
Consider that there is a
woman president of the United States and that women
are the overwhelming majority of Congress. There are
laws being proposed that are
trying to restrict men's control over their right to sire at
wilt.
What if a man who graduates from college gets a job
paying less than a woman
with an eighth grade education? How about referring to
all married men as Master
and all single men as Mr.?
How about using the word
womankind to describe and
f nclude both women and
men. Men are called policewomen, chp.irwomen, saleswomen, etc. Lastly, what if men
were 53% of the population of
the United States, but were
denied · equal protection
under the Constitution?
Now switeh these absurdities around and you've just
been slapped in the face with
reality!
The legislature is now

I-

Distributors Wanted
Pcirttime to fulltime
Flexible hours
Natural-Lea Assoc.
826-2581

gearing up for a referendum
question on the November
ballot which will try to limit a
woman's choice to a safe and
legal abortion. A woman with
a college degree will be paid
on the average less than a
man with an eighth grade
education (U.S. Dept. of
Labor). All men are called Mr.
regardless of their marital
status, but the _majority of

~.

I

people still distinguish
women by their marital status
by referring to them as either
Miss or Mrs. The word mankind is used extensively to
refer to all people. Women
are given the titles of saleswomen, firemen, chairmen,
etc. Women are 53% of the
U.S.population, yet we are
not given equal protection
under the law.

Oasis
Notes
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Announcements
Resident Assistant Applications
Applications for Resident Assistant positions for the 1984 1985 academic year are available at the Office of Student
Services. Completed applications must be submitted by Friday , February 10, 1984.
Resident assistants will assist with various aspects of resident life including peer counseling, academic advising, floo~
programming and residence hall supervision. Most work
hours will include a 15 hour work week, with alternatind weekend duty. Compensation will include a monthly stipend with
a choice of living quarters in the residence hall.
If you are energetic, have ideas, and enjoy working with
people, we urge you to consider· participating in this most
important aspect of resident life. ·For further information, contact the Office of Student Services, Ext. 1277.

Women's Center
The Women's Center has information from A to Z! We have
pamphlets, books to borrow, a large referral file, and morel
Stop by (3rd floor of the Student Union next to the SGA) or
give us a calf at 697-1200 X2296.

_.

Political Science Club
The Political Science Club.would like to invite our friends,
old and new, to our first meeting for this semester. Coffee and
. .IH)o. . .IH)o. . .90. . .D-C>. . . . . . ...u.~HlllllM~
donuts will be served and we will discuss upcoming even'ts.
We will meet in L-211 (2nd floor of the Library) onTues. Feb. 7
Rooms.
Spring Semester Schedule
at 11 :00 a.m. All majors welcome.
March 27 - Tentative GER
Feb 7th & 8th - Dr Avery and
Attention:
hearing.
K. Fletcher will be speaking
All Clubs and Organizations
April 3rd and 4th - General
on self-assertiveness from
Please be advised that all posters must be stamped through
meeting, cubical petition, the information booth even if you have your own board. Also,
11 :30 to 1:30 in the Green
and tentative GER hearing any notices going up on general announcement boards canRoom.
from 11 :00 to 1:00 in the Rat. not be any larger than 11 X 17.
Feb 21st and 22nd - WorkAnnouncements not stamped will be removed from all
April 17th and 18th - Counshop on Study/Test skills
seling sessions for Fall 84-85 boards. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
from 11 :00 to 1:00 in the
Registration from 11 :00 to
Green Room.
Earth Science Lecture
1:00 in the Rat.
The Department of Earth Sciences and Geography and the
March 6th and 7th - A discusWe have an interesting Earth Sciences and Geography Club of B.S.C. is pleased to
sion of joba available in your
semester ahead. I hope to see present Professor Chester E. Smolski from A.I. College speak-"
major from 11 :00 to 1:00 in
ing on: Senate Redistricting in Rhode Island, A Geographer's
you at all the meetings.
the Duxbury/Hingham
Response to Gerrymandering on Wednesday, February 8,
1984 at 7:30 p.m. in the Conant Science Building Lecture Hall .
. Refreshments will be served at 7:00 p.m. in Room S-309. There
is no admission charge and everyone is welcome\

By Joyce E. Turnbull

Yearbook Meeting
~chedu)ed for

· Jnt;tll

Fridayi

Febru~ry

·
"\;j>'

J

··>' ~!,.

~t~~~,1:, :-<::, ')• ...\ '.)

A· preliminary chapter that is a combination of surtur
meeting of the B.S.C. PIRG oxide and nitrogen oxide polwas held on January 24th 1ution from fatories, induswith 25 interested students trial facilities and motor
attending. Ptans were out- ve._l:licles which then mixes
- lined for work on the voter with moisture and other polregistration drive, the lutants in the atmosphere.
hazardous waste and acid This chemical mixture which
rain campaigns, and the con- can be air bound fer days,
sumer action center.
turning into acid rain, snow,
A general meeting will be sleet, and fog. The results are
held on February 7th in the th.e destruction of our lakes,
S.G.A. Chambers at 11:00 ponds and rivers, loss of fish
A.M. This will be an informa- and aquatic I ife and danger to
tional meeting for those stu- human health because of
dents who would like to iearn acidic water. On a local level
more about Mass Pl RG's pro- 66% of Plymouth County's
jects and become tnvolved in rivers and ponds have been
the organization. Being in ruined by acid rain. NationPIRG iseducational, interest- ally, scienttsts predict that
ing and fun.
unless we stop acid rain now,
the number of damaged lakes
A Look At Acid Rain
, in the United States and Canada wiH double by 1990.
ln this important election
Thus far, the present
year, presidential candidates administration has not done
are being forced to look at the anything to halt acid rarn
enviormental problem of acid even though the. Democrati~
raJn. It is quickfy becoming presidential candidates have
one of the hottest' issues in an · tak
t· ··
·
.
· en s rong positions
the campaign. MASS PlRG in against rt. Massachusetts
the past year tackled the GovernorOukakisandLieut.;.·
problem of Acid Rain is Mas- enant Governor Kerry have
sachusetts with some prom- been initiating a program to
ising results. Manycittesand haltthedestructiveacidrai·n;
towns in the Commonwealth Only by appeals to our Conpassed a resolution calling gressmen can we arrest acid
for Governor Dukakis to pro- rain.
·
pose all Massaphusetts tacOn· ·..·a · personal
· · ·level ' wh Y
tories put a cap on the should you care about this
number of sulfur dioxide envirome.ntal crisis? Why
emissions aHowed to per- should yqut the coHege stu•
meate the atmosphere.
dent, be worried? Because
When 'discussing acid rain, acid rain is everywhere, in
there are two often asked your lak $: · th
· (th
First. what is acid
th:
rain? second, why should we water you drink and the
care about it?
·
buildings you. live, study and

questions~

•. , • ,

fo~d. yo~ ~~~). ~~:~b~y

·.AQi~. rain -i.s .ai~·.P<?·IJ.u.~t~n:.·wqr.k:i_n::: '.:::::·.-:.:.' '.'

: .__

.'· .:J

"I wish I knew
howl felt
aboutbeins
pregnant.
If you 're facing an unwanted
pregnancy, it's normal to have
very mixed feelings. But talking
to a Pre term counselor can help
you figure out-what you truly
want. Call today. Because if you
don't decide, your body will.
Preterm. 738-6210. -

~eterm

The most experienced
reproductive health care center
in the Northeast.
1842 Beacon Street
Brookline, MA 02146

Evening Counseling Hours
Beginning the week of February 6, psychologists.from the
Counseling Center will be available in theShea-Durgin dormitory (3rd floor lounge of Shea}. Hours wilt be Monday evenings from 5:30 to 8:00 and Tuesday evenings from 7:00 to
10:00. Students from at• dorms and from off-campus are welcome. Students are invited to drop in and make an appointment, and to come alone or bring others with who·they would
like to work out issues of mutual concern. For more information, call X1331.
MassPIRG Meeting
The B.S.C. chapter of MassPIRG will be holding a general
informational meeting on ·February 7th at 11 :00 a.m. in the
S.G.A. chambers. Come learn more about PIRG's spring projects and how you can join in. Berng a PlRG member benefits
you and your community.

Commentary f ro.m p. 2 ................................................................~.................

As always, money is a factor. Bfg businesses may
worry that taking preventative ·measures costs too
much, when in_ reality mUlions of dollars in crops and
natural resources wUI be
savedifAcidRainisstopped.
MASS PIRG win continue
the. fight. You can help by
writin'g your Congr~ssmen
and. State Representatfves
and supporting your chapter
of PIRG~

Nadine Lucas, Karen Trea1st Vice-President Dave
Kutcher, among a few
others)..
.
Haven't we had enoug.h of
these petty cat-and-dog
fights? Let's get on with. it!

excellent leadership and
deserve the opportunity to
proceed. with what should be
the bussiness of the S.G.A.
They ·are to be commended
(people like Jeff May. Dan
Darcy, Brenda Greene, Jeff
Numelin, Christine Quinn,

A licensed non, profit health care facilit 1
Teen Counseling
Se Habla E~paflol
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Peo.ple In PIRG
This; week's profile looks at
B.S.C. PIAG Chairperson
1
Judy Budnik. Judy who is a
I
19 year old ·Social .. Work
I
major, is a sophomore from
I
Chicopee, Mass. Last semesI
•
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GOOD FOR ONE

FREE LESSON
Limit:
1 Per Person

341 Broad St. (Rte 18)·
02324
Bridgewater, Mass.
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The Historical Significance of
I
..
Black
History
Month
...
.
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As activities and events are
bulk of or. Woodson's life
initiated on a serious platdefinition and possibley a never received their just
organized and initiated
was committed to restoring
form. The intention was not
reflection of political growth.
rewards for many contributhrough.out the country for
this ·"missing segment." to initiateoneweek'sstudyof
The toil, spirit and creative
tions ~o Americ~. Dr. W.E.B.
(Lost, strayed, or stolen)
Afro-American History;
beauty of the masses must
DuBois, the first formally
the national observance ot
Black History Month, it
carter G. Woodso.
instead the observance pordominateanddictateanyhis- trained Black Historian, realto'unded the
Association
trayed the climax of a scientorical affirmation of a peo- ized this contention when he
seems only proper to reflect
tor the Study of Negro Ute
tific study of Black People
pie. Black History Month elegantly stated in 1903:
upon the historical significance of Black History
and History in 1915, the Jourthroughout the year. Over the
should· not only be. the "Your country?" How come
Month.
nal of Negro History in 1916, years, Negro History Week
unconditional celebration of
it's yours? Before the pilBlack History Month was a
and the Negro History Bui- had undergone a re"Great Negro Contributions" grims landed we were here.
product of the effort and ded/etin in 1937. Largely through
definition of terminology.
to the American mainstream.
Here we have brought our
ication of black scholars and
his efforts, Negro History Today this national obserIt is important to record Black three gifts and mingled them
freedom fighters who sought
Week was established in
vance has been expanded to
achievements in the scien- with yours ... our song, our
to confront the contradiction
1926. With Woodson's direc- encompass the entire month
ces, humanities, business toil, our cheer ... Would
of being black in Democratic
tion and the many contribu- of February and referred to as
world, athletic areas, or any America have been America
America. In 1926, Negro His:..
tions of other black thinkers,
Black History Month. This
other area of endeavor,. how- without her Negro People?"
tory Week was established as
scholars, and freedom fighredefinition of terminology
ever, we must realize that
a reaction to American
ters, Negro History Week was
has a positive exercise in selfblack people in America have
continued on P· JO ····················
racism and an attempt to
defend black humanity. It is
difficult to recapture the climate and trauma of this era.
However, it is important to
recal I that from 1890 through
Someone who delivers concise, accurate news
1925, Black Americans were
treated less than man should
Hi! My name is Nadine .
Our meetings are held
on a regular basis.
have been treated.
Lucas. I am a senator for the
every Tuesday night at 6:00
As the Director of the Assoclass of '87. I am currently an
p.m. on the 3rd floor of the
S.U. building in the senate
ciation for the Study of Negro active member of two comLife and History, Dr. Carter
mittees of the SGA: Ways and chambers. These meetings
Ted Koppel/? Walter Cronkite? Dan Rather ?
G. Woodson, a noted scholar, Means 1 and Rights and Free- deal with issues that concern
led the struggle to institution- do ms. The Ways and Means you, the students. Come and
Maybe they all could have started at W B I M.
alizeNegroHistoryWeekand
committee reviews the voiceanopinionorconcerns.
what was then callt!d Negro
budgets of clubs on campus Your eontributions would be
History. As a Harvard-trained
and recommends them to the greatly appreciated. So join
They Didn't.
PH.D. and a former Dean of senate bi'."yearly. I am also the us, it's an experience you
Howard University; Woodson
chairperson of the Rights and won't forget!
Freedoms committee.
My office hours are MWF
''dropped out" of mainstream
academia to devote his life to
Recently we have been work- 3-4 and TX 10:30-12:00.
Contact Ed Miller, News Director, at W BI M, or leave your
the scientific study of the
ing on the dorm eviction poli- Please stop by and have a
ulack community in America,
cies and landlord/tenant law. chat. I'd love to get to know
name and number at his W B I M mailbox.
Africa and throughout the
Being a senator is hard to you and entertain any quesworld. According· to the
describe. I encourage eve- tfons you might have.
', riQted. B\ack H\storian, John ryone to come to our meetAs m~nylllolyou~know I am
·Henri\<: .-···etaTke';·~''Wo·ods·on"•'"···· 0i·n~'S':"''Hy·watehing ···how·"'We· · ··a ls·e·-r\::H•1.fttn·b""fo·r~-e-~p'OS'iti-on:.~ '"'""
believed that there was no
operate you will gain a better of Assistant Treasurer. r
Do it now! You'll be sorry if you don't!·
such thing as Negro History."
understanding of my role as a would greatly appreciate it if
In Woodson's view, that
senator, as we// as the other you would vote for me in the
roles involved with the Stu- up and coming election.
which was called "Negro History" was only a missing segdent Government.
Thank you.
rnent of world history. The

SGA Profile
of the Week

What Is A Newscaster?
Who Is A Newscaster?

YOU CAN! HOW? YOU ASK!

WBIM 91.5 FM
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Afro-Am Society
Dear Members,
present a segment on contriWe. are glad to have you butions of Black music.
back. Our meetings will con- There will be an exhibit on
tinue as·usualin S'.U. Room L Black History for the- month
Unfortunately there has been in the Heritage Room .of the
a change in officers. The Maxwell Library. We are tenposition of Vice President; tatively setting a date to reSecreta ry and Treasurer · show a video from the
have become open. We want Multicultural Club by Bill
to fill these positions with our Cosby called Prejudice. All
members. Elections will be members inter·ested in the
held at our next meeting. Our trip to Philly during spring
·present .·agenda for Black vacation please contact Afro
History Month is as follows: American by Feb. 9, 1984. We
The play River Over Jordon, have a few more exciting.
Feb. ·1a, 1984, will be pres- things in the works. This
ented to the public free of comes from team work on t_he
charge at 3:00 p.m. 'in the budget thru the SGA.
Library Lecture Hall.. Feel P.S. Mr .. Paul Gains will be
free to bring friends and rela- featured in th.e exhibit at the
tives. Also. the. last week in Library. Also our Bulletin
February we are tentatively Board is located after the
having Prnfessor Santos :Bridgewater Dining Room on
the left.
PIRG from p. 3 ........................ ._ .... ····-·····-·············-~·-········ .................. .
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te'r she worked on the
Hazardo*us Waste Committee
which was instrumental· in
researching toxic waste
dumps in Bridgewater. Judy
will head the Consumer Survey group this Spring, which
will inve~tigate generic drugs
and also banking practices.
"The. groups, as a whole is
fantastic,'' Judy says enthusiastically. "Plus the experience you gain is lnvaluable.
· You learn. how to work with
community organizers and

how to relate to people."
Although· she carries. a
heavy class schedule, Judy
stiH manages to put quality
time into chairing B.S~C.
PIRG. As· the chapter's first
chairperson, She has done a
fine job.
Tag line:
MASS PIRG is a nonpartisan organization by students who conduct research
and lobbying· in consumer
· and enviormental concerns.
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Entertainment
Sex-Execs
Hit BSC
by Jeff Linehan
Have you been paying
attention to the Boston music
scene or listening avidly to
WBCN lately? Then you've.
undoubtedly heard of an
exciting "new" group of eight
jazz-rock musicians- how
can someone forget a name
like The Sex-Execs?
I use the term "new"
loo'sely, but for the 2 1h years
they've been together, The
Sex-Execs have made an
incredible amount of progress, and likewise have built
a following of diehard fans.
On Friday night, January
27th, The Sex-Execs .headlined Cabaret Night here at
Bridgewater State College.
Before the show, I talked with
Sex-Execs' lead vo.calist Walter Clay, keyboardist Ted
Pine, and tenor sax/harmonica player Jim "Agro" Fitting.
We discussed the oriqin.s,

past experiences, and future
plans for the band in an informal and often humorous
atmosphere.
,,
Comment: How long have the
Sex-Execs· been together?
Ted Pine: We've been
together 2 1h years and we're
about ready to celebrate our
pewter anniversity.
Com: So, you're really very
young. What were the circumstances that got you all
together?
Ted: Our mutual love of
drinking, I think.
Walter Clay: Yup, I was
gonna say alcohol.
Jim Fitting: Yes, that's our
common ground:
Ted: Well, we met at a club
actually.
Walter: The "Young Man's
Hock n' Roll Drinking Club,"
wasn't it?
Jim: No, "Plato's Retreat" in
New York!
Com: How did you come up

_,
-~

The Sex-Execs play Cabaret Night in the Union Ballroom.
with name "Sex..:·Execs?"
Ted: If I could find the guy
that gave us that name, I'd
kick his butt, I really would.
What a name, huh?
Com: You guys didn't have
anything to do with picking
that name?
Walter: No, it was in a fortune
cookie at, ah what was it? The
"Yen-Ching Palace."
Jim: Yeah, we were sitting
around trying to think of a

name for the band and there ferent name and "The
it was, in ·a fortune cookie!
Pumpin' MoFo's" was one of
Ted: No, that's garbage. We the names we were going to
had about four or five names, use.
and believe it or not, this was Com: Who writes the songs?
the best one. Can you print Where do you get the ideas
"Pumpin' MoFo's?" That's for them?
the name we were going to Ted Well, l write 'em but I ceruse.
tainly don't remember where
Walter: Originally, I haven't I get the ideas from.
thought.about this for awhile, Com: How did you come up
we were going to go out ever- with a song like "Tami-itis?"
ytime we played under a dif- Walter: Ouite franklv. I came

,,
I/
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By James Magner

}he first great ~usical ~ind of 1984 is one that takes us on a trip into the past.
It is an album entitled Kmg of the World and is the work of Philip Perkins. It
comes to us courtesy of Fun Music, a label out of San Francisco. It is an album
that captures the essence of three ancient civilizations and one that left me
totaly mystified and utterly enchanted.
The_ record is divided into three sections. Side one is called Pacal (the shield)
and tne~ to c?nvey what life was·like for a Mayan king of the 7th century. Side
two ~egrns with .Krng of the World (Assurnaspiral II) and brings to life Assurnasp1ral 11, the krng of Assyria during the 8th century B.C. The last section is
called Marcus Aurelius (stoic) and reflects the life of Marcus Aurelius the
emperor of Rome during the 2nd century A.O.
'
From studying the writings, carved wall-reliefs and other artifacts Perkins
has crea~ed ~ hypnot!c collection of sounds that will transport you into another
world. It is mrnd music of a sensual nature. This album won't be easy to find but
it is definitely worth the search.
,
Paris Working is the name of the band and the album, but don'tget excited.
They are Cure clones that offer basic new wave dance material that left me
·
· .
sno.ring. Fatal Marble records is responsible for this fatality.
~1cture four young macho Italian men, each proudly displaying their chest
hair, and you ,have Vinny. This Boston band gives us nothing but mediocre
crap. ~heir_ album Olas De Sexo tries hard, but each song quickly loses its
flavor 1ust like chewing gum.
.
The. band V's EP entitled So! is much better. It appears on Propeller Records
. and d1sp'.ays the band:s a~ility to be versatile. Sirens is an upbeat dance tune
th~t reminds me of_ S1oux1e and the Banshees. The Need contains a stefldy
guitar a~~ drum mix and. sounds like preppy Cramps stuff. The song 1926
s~un.ds like really bad Judy Collins, which makes it all righUn my.book• David
J/d IS the last ~On~ and WOUid be. great to listen to if you were stuck.intraffic,
its heavy bassllne 1s a good frustration release.
The Sex Execs haye a new 12" single out and in my opinion it is awaste of
viny[ My Ex and Ladies' Man soundJust like the Sex Execs.which means that
nothing new c'an be found here; If and when they release a fu.JI album let's hope
it's better.
,
If the music you listen to d,oesn't make you want to kill your friends or bang
your ~ea.d off the wall t?ten you must get the Blasting Concept. It is an SST
compilation album t~at features the music of Black Flag, Minutemen, Husker'
Du, Wurm, ~acchar~ne Trust, Overkill, Stains, and The Meat P'uppets. It's a
great collect1on of violent music with something to say and is a must for any
hardcore fan.
.
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by Robert Flynn
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Chet's Last Call, Cause_way St., North Station, across from l
the Boston Garden, Boston - Local kids make it big while l
going bad:' Well, not really. Jerry's Kids is a hardcore punk I
band comprised of young .kids from good homes ·around, .I
Brai~tree and Ouricy. ~hey play very fast songs about teenage life and growing up in a complex world. Their real public ·1
I debut occured about a year ago on the hardcore compilation l
I album, This Is Boston not L.A. (Fuck L.A.) and together with t
: The Freeze put Bostc;>n on the hardcore map. Not for the faint r~
of heart. With the Cheapskates.
···
I

·i

1

I

1
I

Friday the 3rd

RAT 528 Comm. Ave. at Kenmore Square, Boston, 247-8309
- You've heard them side by side on vinyl (Boys Liie v.s. th.e
Outlets), you've seen them live and now you can really compare! Somebody has gone to great lengths to pit these two
Bostsw groups together and now at the RAT tonight you can
decide for once_ and all - will the premier Boston proto-punk
.band please stand up. Perso~ally, I think that the Outlets win
hands down over Boys life, 1f only for their sheer power and
drive. But now you can decide. With Noonday Underground.

Saturday the 4th

~
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451-1905 .. The eccent• I

The Channel, 25 Necco St. Boston,
ric, German, new wave, nihilistic singer (that's a mouthful)
Ni!'a Hagen will be perforing her sqeaky songs of despair, ie.
New York, New York (Not Frank's version) and. Smackjack.
H~r music can only be described as avant-garde; For the open
minded only but, highly recommended. With somekind of
fashion show. I can't understand it.
·
·
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Entertainment
Phantom Strikes
Again

.

··~··································································:

Critic's
Corner

PhD: You mean barbecue
beef burgers or BBQ's.
: by John J. Beaton
Chef:
Whatever.
•
.
.
•
Good evening, rm the
PhD: But 1 want more.:.: D.C. Cab - This low-budget, poorly written, ac~ed, and:
Phantom Diner. Remember
Chef: Hey you're that phan- : directed film is an embarrassment to t~e average moviegoer. It:
me? No?! Well I supposedly
tom creep! 1 thought you : insults our intelligence with a contrived plot .and tastele~s:
died and went to that great
were dead!
: jokes amoung other things'. Mr. T. leads the cast 1.n ~.role that~~.:
cafeteria in the sky. UnfortuPhD: Well I'm not.
: a great step down from his role as Clubber Lang m Rocky 111 . :
nately, the only food the.
F:
cafeteria angels serve up PhD: No, just put it on the Chef: Nuts! I lost the bet!
tray. Sheeesh!
PhD: Bet?
:
.
, ..
k" ·
·
:
there is soupf Don't get me
The chef starts to fill the Chef:
You're worth five : Gorky Park - Michael ~pted ~ . Gorky Par . 1s ~~ intense:
wrong. I like soup, 1really do bow. 1 with whitish liquid. I bucks dead.
; thrilJer that takes place in a wmtery Moscow. W1ll1am Hurt:
but not in the morning, after(WE INTERRUPT THIS ; plays a chief investigator who is assigned to solve three:
f
panic.
noon and evening or an PhD: Hey--just half a bowl!
COLUMN TO REMIND THE: murders that left the victims faceless in Gorky Park. Apted's:
eternity!'
f
PHANTOM
DINER THAT HE: skills as a director are evident throughout the picture, the:
Why are the angels eating Chef: Why so jittery? A raid
SHOULD
HURRY
UP AND: intensity he creates in frequent scenes is truly exceptional.:
soup? They're all on dietsl you're gonna spill it? Can't
CRITIQUE THE SOUPS: Although Hurt appears a little stiff in his role, he is surrounded:
dish it out? Hardy har hart
Can you believe it? They ju$t PhD: Do you mind?
BEFORE RUNNING OUT OF: by a fine supporting cast including Lee Marvin and Joanna:
Sitting down at my ta.ble I SPACE!)
love saying "Soup's up!" and
: Pacula.
:
having soup fights while
who
was
that?
•
B-Plus;
Chef:
Hey,
scream. ing, "Soup's on you!" gulp down my cream of broccoli. MMMMMM Good! It's PhD: Five bucks?! That's it? :
.
.
.
:
delicious. I decide to have
Everyone's a comedian!
: The Lonely Guy - Steve Martin's transition from stand-up:
No one liked my critiques
: comedian to screen actor has been a successful venture. In:
another helping.
up there so they shipped me Chef: Yeah? What do you Cream of Broccoli ****
! the past few years Martin has been in a crop of funny films~
back to earth on a silver want?
Chicken Noodle **
: including "Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid", "Pennies From:
Not enough shells.
spoon. Anyway I'm back. Big PhD S
: Heaven", and "The Man With Two Brains". With the exception:
Clam .Chowder **
deal. My job is· to critique the Che;: ~~~t???!!
: of a few very funny gags, "The Lonely Guy" is slow-paced and:
soups at Tillinghast Cafete- PhD·. Please, s1'r, I wan· tsome N
h II
I ase
: lacks timing. Director Arthur Hiller ("The In-Laws") has for-:
na. f will be using a four star
o s e s Pe
•
: gotten to polish the edges on what could have been a very;
Corn Chowder **
more.
:. funny film.
:
~y*s·t-~~ ~~~t~;~d~eals,
There's a hush in the Better with the cob.
.... ___ Slurp
cafeteria. All heads turn to Cream of Caul.
****
.. s·
me, even the lettuce.
Tomato ***
:
.
.
.
:
• --- 'P
Chef:
No one ever gets
Good but boring.
: Never Cry Wolf - This 1s one of the few non-animated films:
--- Just the bowl please
• h D"
p d f
h
f 11 t
d
t D" rected •
: ~ a~ 1sn~yB ~~ ~~.!~~s B~s s~~~e~~ u .. .~~ne o~ . ~ If" is:
The Ti 11 Y cafeteria · is seconds with soup! It's not Onion Soup * . .
packed with students. My ·~llo~e~. ~~w have a sloppy
Who are you kidding!
; t~e s~~~~ of ~n~r man's ~ent~~e info~~~ Antar~~~~t;~tt:J~rthef
hand grabs a wad of gum JOe_ irys_ ea ·
• "- ·
·
·
Th
·
:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11111111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : species Canis Lupus, otherwise known as the wolf.
e cine-:
; matography is superbly executed, it captures the wolves and:
: their surroundings in a professional manner (This is far better:
: than any episode of "Wild Kingdom".). Charles Martin Smith:
: gives a warm, sincere, and gentle touch to the role of the :
:
: adventurer.
in one day wi.th a case of their lead singer, Martha the band?
A.: ,
"Tami-itis."
Davis?
Ted: We c,tdded a tenor ·sax •
.
Ted: Do you remember when Ted: We found out we both player about a year ago : Rear Window - The re-release of Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear :
designer jeans were big a like grain beverages!
named Russ Gershon who : Window" is still as fascinating today as it was 25 years ago. :
couple of years ago? Girls Com: Do. you enjoy playing was not on the first EP. Basi- : Hitchcock was in his prime when directing this film about a:
would wear these things with colleges? Isn't this your third cally what we've been doing ; young man (Jimmy Stewart) who, when temporarily confined :
all the weird stuff on the time piaying tor B.S.C?
is trying t6 get more instru- : to a wheelc.hair, takes to watching his neighbors in their con- :
pockets; welli there was this Ted: We're going for our ments in the. pand· to get a : fined tenament buildings. Stewart has never been better and :
one girl named Tami·
graduate degrees in rock n~ bigger sound1 iust to have : Grace Kelly is wonderful as Stewart's sexually enticing girl- :
Walter: .And she had. a nice roll! . ·.
.
more freedom 1n how we do : friend. A classic not to be missed.
·
:
Jim: Yes; we love to play tor the arrangements. You hear a :
set of·pocketsl . .
A :
Ted; ..that filled but a set of colt.ege crowds. Colleg~s are lot of bands with the same :
:
. desi9ner jeans sowellit was a little less jacied and get guitar over. and over again : Yentl -Barbra Streisand's "Yentl" is good but overrated by :
·sickening. We a\l got·. ill. much more excited about and we have a lot of multi- : moviegoers, critics, and Hollywood biQY1figs alike. Streisand !
Tha1's how everyone caught things th.an people in clubs.
instrumentalists-~people
: functions as co-writer· and co-producer as-well as starring in :
"Tami-itis."
Ted: Also. it's different· who can switch around.
: the film. She plays Yentl, the daughter of a Polish rabbi, who :
Com: last summer you were because New England is not. Walter: We have ·~· new : secretly studies the Talmud (women aren't allowed to study),.:
in the WBCN Rock n' Roll that big and there's a circuit drummer, Jerome Dupree, : the Jewish sc:1cred writings. So Yentl cuts her hair dons men's :
Rumble, placing second of clubs you play over and who replaced our qriginal ; clothes, and becomes Apshel,. a male student. Streisand :
amongst the best Boston over again, and colleges' offer Qan Johnson, who acqui.~ed :ablely performs her above mentioned duties plus sings a nar- ;
bands. Were you happy with something new.
a hearing problem so he had : rative soundtrack that is often overblown. "Yentl" is worth : ·
your performance?
Com: Lefs talk about person- to give up the rock n' roll life. :seeing, however don't expect miracles.
.
:
Walter: Well, the first thing J nel changes in the band.
Jerome has added a certain :
·
B :
want to say on that is we Ted: Okay, has .everyone jazz element to our sound- ······················~····.'!~················~·········
~
really wanted to play WB.IM's been watching "General _;_he's like no other rock
,
. rock n' roll rumble, but we Hospital" lately? You'll notice drummer you've ever heard.
"Jingo Man", which is antiWalter: It should act as alesunfortunately weren't asked. that Blackie, who's the kid He slices, dices, ·and minceReagan.
W111ter: And a new song for son to people.
Ted: WBCN's rumble was figure (and the actor who meats beatst
Lesson or not, one thing is
definitely demanding and plays him is probably about Com: What are the future
the big Boston nightclubthat
burned down called "Coco- clear. With a four-song EP
time consuming.
35 but he's supposed to be plans for the Sex-Execs?
nut Grove''. We played at the· under their .belts, a second
Jim: Yeah, it was tough but 18) has a band. His manager Ted: Right now, ·our new EP
has been ti.ring everybody in (containing "My Ex" and
Inn Square Men's Bar the place in 1983's WBCN Rock
we enjoyed doing it. .
Com: What are some of the the group an.d replacing them "Ladies' Man") is relatively
other night and in the song n' Roll Rumble, and a new EP
1
groups you've worked with or · with ..session" guys, and this new. It was first a tape we put
"Coconut Grove' there's one out receiving a generous
out for WBCN; be~ause we
line that goes " ... and that's amount of airplay on albumopened for?
.
is wh·at we've been doing,
when .the busboy lit a match." oriented rock . stations, the
Ted: What's the group that Jim: And this is how they got were· in their rumble, they
wanted to put us on the air. It
At just t~at pointthere was a Sex-Execs are climbing up
sings " ... take the 'L' out of me,~ and th.eir manager told
man in tbe audience right . in the ladder quickly. If this is
lover?'' The Motels? Yes, we them they needed someone did so well we decided to
front of me with a cigaretteto any indication of their ability
press it, and no~ that it's
played with th~m about 2 that played baritone sax and
nis lips who .struck a match to survive on the . proving
weeks ago in a . . little club harmonica. We're slowly finally out we're going to try
right on cue. I was amazed. ground, one can predict that
called The Orpheum.
using more original composi- and get it pfayed across the
country.
But the club did not burn they will soon attain success.
Walter: The Orpheum is one tions with harmonica, which I
Besides, .how can you forget
Com: Do you have any newer
down.
of our favorite "clubs." .
love because that's my
.
a
name like "The Sexmaterial?
Ted: Mind you; we were not
Jim: The Orpheum is the big- instrument.
Execs''?
.
b
t
h
"t
_____________
,
·.
we
have
a
.new
song,
a
·
celebrating
the
subject,
just·
Com: Well, there are eight
gest "club" I've played in.
Jim
Com: Did you get along with members now that you've political number called
talking a ou w a can - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
adped Jim. Who eJse is new in
haooen.
•-----------•
"'"'',:

By Kevin Roberts

cleverly stuck to my tray. I
casually approach the chef.
PhD: Good evening. What's
the soup da drawer?
Chef: Soup du jour.
PhD: Whatever.
Chef: It's cream of broccoli.
Want a bowl with your soup?

c:

r

More Sex-Execs...

•····· ..........
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"Life is a cabaret, old ~
chum ... " and it's also just
*what I and about 300 other
*Bridgewater State College
students needed to chase
away. the "back to school ~
*blues" and cap off a week of
~goofing off before really *
*clamping down and studying.
~ Friday, January 27th was
the date and the Student
~ Union . Ballroom was the *
place for the first of what I ~
hope will soon become an
~ annual event. Cabaret Night
opened to an enthusiastic ~
crowd eager tor four hours of
~ non-stop entertainment. If
* any event here at the school ~
* offered it all, it had to be
Cabaret Night; dri·nking,
* laughing, and danci.ng all at ~
* an affordable · $2.50. This
~ sold-out show was clearly a
* carefully thought out even- ~
~ ing, and for their effort, the
*Student Union Program
* Committee deserves a round ~
~ of applause. With two side*splitting acts from the~
Comedy Connection and a
~ performance . from one of
Boston's premier band's, ~
Cabaret Night wins my vote
~ for the oftical kick-off of
Bridgewater State College in
1984.
Although they were late
*because of the traffic prob-t
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I ~ma fan o.f.~o.stalgia.:.,~s- .ask myself. What h~ppens if hosts 6ick I ar a
. < .· . . .. ·')If
pec1al ly teley1s1on nost~lgra. · som~one makes a mistake on McMahon. ABC's Foul Ups, just a blooper reel, but NBC *applause. ·Jim Smith stressed *
In my spare time, l sometimes the air? Well, all those ques- Bleeps, and Blunders airs on took a better route. NBC !the fact that he wanted eve-!
sit and wonder ·about .the tions have now been ans- Tuesday nights at 8:00 p.m. ·combined their blooper and * rybody to remember. his*
early days of broadcasting. wered. Two of .the networks with hosts Steve Lawrence commercials concept with an·~ name because "if in a few*
What happenec;f when it was have come up with programs and Don Rickles.
add~d _enticement-- *days you're try~ng to tell a!
live and you made a mistake? based on that very idea:
l have seen most of the spe- practical JOkes. Every week a *friend about tonight's show, I *
· It was not· nke tod?Y when NBC's TV Bloopers and Prac- cials and l have watched the practical joke is ·played on ~
know you'll probably say 'oh *
you make a mi~take; you just tlcal Jokes and ABC's Foul shows. They are enjoyable, well-known actor. But by the *yeah, this short fat bl-eek guy
back up. the videotape an? Ups, Bleeps, and Blunders.
funny, and innovative pro- same token, how. many *was pretty funny." Smith will
start again. Back th.en, ?nee 1t
Both networ~s produced gramming, but I still wish months h~ve ~o pass before
more than likely be rerr:emhappened, that was it ~nd numerous spec~als based on they had not been turned into the practical Jokes become
bered for his substitute ~
you c?uld not do a thing the dreaded ~1stakes. N.Bc. regular series. When they boring and silly?
*teacher sketch and his ode to
about it. .
devoted a .sen es of. specials were just specials, they were
So, if you like to laL1gh at
Ex Lax sung to Oliva NewtonSometh~ng. that hold:s to both commercials and bright, innovative, and, most. others_' mistakes, mishaps, *John's "Physical," complete~
equal fas?mat1on for me 1s · bloopers. The speciais on importan'tly, they were on and misfortunes, then take an *with facial contortions. ·
commerc.1als. Today, the both networks rat.ed rather only a few times a year. Now occasional look at either of ~ ·The highlight of the evencomr:nerc1als have as ma~y high in the Nielsen ratings ·that they're on once a week, l th~se two sho~s. But if you
ing, however, was the perforspecial effects as the movie and, like any special the net- have the distinct feeling that watch these shows con- ~· mance of a local up and
Star Wars. But, I wond.erwhat works air, had the possibili- they will become stale, bor- stantly, you may find yourcom,ng band called The S~xt~ey did when everythin.g was ties of spinning off into new ing, ·and overworked': The .self, more often than not,
Execs. This was their third
live and the products did not series. NBC's TV Bloopers only one that I think has any changi~g . the channel. to
time performing for a Bridgesomething .else.
water audience, and their hits !
"My Ex," "Tami-itis," and *
~·"Martini-time," kept eve,......--:-::~:--.,..;...".'"""'.":'-::::"":=:.--:-:-:::--:--::-~"7---:-:-""'"':':~~----;1::r:·:;;~-::-A.-;+:--:~~7-:--:~:--=·
::-:'."-~~;......;...........:..·~·.:...·
~·..;....,•
ryon e on their feet. Their ~
1
HE'r', WH'/ Al<E 'iOU SO L_.A,-1:-E?
TOJO,>
~._l\Ah~ ·1\\0
THE
*·colorful "swrng~' sound and*
~ T+lOU GHT \./ OV IO 01/ T +1 "E..
W i\I L. TQ t )~~ E Uf1J \ON · V\A
· , ~ the. unique singing style of
H U TT LE
US
W )U\~
* lead vocalist Walter Clay ent- :
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·iced people· of all musical
*tastes to the dance floor. Ted ~
*Pine's command of the key-

I

\.

,~
,. L:.1 .:.~

\

··\

*
!* Dupree's
boards and drum mist Jerome *
but con- J
! trolled beatfrantic
had people out of *
** cont~ol.
Combined with sax !
players Sean Slade and Russ *
·:· !* G.ershon;
strong guitar and *·
ba~s riffs from Andre of "Hol- ,.,_,
*~respectively;
lywood'.' anct :a~I Kolde~ie :
J1m'jAg.ro" Fit- *

·,...,ting's harmonica playing ~
*added yet aqother new ~
di mens.ion to The Sex-Execs'
*jazz-rock fusion. sound- :
*blues. · Dressed. in baggy
J.(t pants, kn it shirts, ties,' and
'-----------....;....~---~--1-A;.....;:._.~-~---------~_,.;---~-.;.._---~..!:J.:.~~~~·~.Jl. spor:ts jackets, they were fun':,
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Everything You Always
Wanted to Know.About
BSC ...But Were Afraid
To Ask!!
By

Changing Times Survey

The annual Changing
Times survey of jobs for new
Nancy DuPont
graduates found some bright
spots for job seekers amid
1. The.dogs occasionally seen roaming the campus are not what is generally charactermembers of the rugby team and are therefore harmless.
ized as a flat recruiting year.
2. The rumor that people have gone into Scott Hall and never The survey, which is unique
ome back out again, although possibly true, is in that it seeks responses
only from employers intendunsubstantiated.
3. WBIM never plays esoteric, proletarian rock n'roll.
ing to hire graduates this
4. The Commuter Cafeteria is not a gift from the citizens of spring, uncovered more th.an
100 companies and governJupiter to BSC.
s. Ditto for the food at same.
ment agencies with definite
6. Wood Hall was used as the model tor the Bates Motel.
job openings.
7. Wheaties is not what the big boys eat."'
·
·
The employers with firm
8.1 am not as concerned with problemsofworldhungerasmy plans to hire graduating
~xpression would lead one to believe.
seniors this year are listed in
9. Mom would love a new chair.
a special supplement, "101
10. Greg Mathis is not the hard drinking, good timing kind of Companies with Jobs for the
~uy he appears to be. He is actually quite easily led.
New College Grads," in the
11. Computer Science -majors cannot, contrary to popular February 19a4 issue sche:)elief, teleport from Burrill Ave. to Boyden Hall.
du led to be on newsstands
12. Th.e Phantom Diner slips rum in his Coke (or vice versa) January 31. Changing Times
when he thinks no one is looking and then stirs it. "Shaken, not is published by Kiplinger
stirred" indeed. He ls not, however, currently wanted by nar- Washington Editors, Inc.
:;otlcs agents.
While many firms said their .
~ 13. Not yet.
campus recruiting has been
~ 14. Most\ BSC students have difficulty spelling U.S.A.
. curtailed as . a continuing
~ 15. Reports of The Comment staff's recent escapades in Be_r- result of the recession, many
'I Tiuda are highly exaggerated. None of us ever got a parrot others offered encourage~ :irunk and made it say lewd and lascivious things over the rnent, especially to students
~ iotel public address system; At four in the morning.
with specialized skills. About
~ 16. Those over 5'11" will be attacked by plants in the FiAancial 4 0% of the companies sur~ ~id Office.
d
h
h
~ i 7. Movies shown in the movie lounge contain subliminal veye reported t at t ey are
~
having difficulty finding qualT•essages like "take off your snoes for Industry".
ified candidates for certain
18. If England is a foreign country, why isn't English a foreign kinds of jobs. Those job
aFJguage?
.
openings are mostly in tech19.En~dish Comp. IJ is not English Comp. I with bigger words. nical fields, such as engi20. Deviant behavior and varsity water polo are not neering, physics, dairy
/ n onym,ous.
science and manufacturing.
1 . 8 ut c ose, anyway.
_
But
· t'1on.s
~~~
some organ1za
.. . .
,
'
.
report shortages of appl1-

~-~~~ ···~·~$~·~~~;s~Hi:~~,~~f~,~~~;~~
-----------------------------,

officers, physicians and
nurses. A listing of these
f
o,\e.
?ompanies is part of the .
I
o~
o~ <f I issue.
r~O
.
~q I
Overall, about 40% of the
I
I companies responding said
I
·.
. ..
I they plan to hire the same
I.
· .... •. ·
· .. . . .
· ·. · ·.
·
I number of grads as they did
'~
c...~t
last year, and 30%. say they·
1 · Q>,l',; . .
•.
.
~ ~
1 plan to hire more this year~
f'q
....· . . " . .. .
. ~O
- I Only18%reporttheywillhire
--~~~~-.-~~-~------~---~--------.-• f,ewer.
Alrp1ane Rides ·
For .Sale: 10 speed Raleigh
The ~peci~1 sectipn pro. Flying Hig·h tor 'h price
bike .. Boy's 27" frame. Call
vides a brief description of
Airplane rides over .the
697~7909 ear_ly or late.
each q,rganization's principal
col leg~ and. coastHne. Not a
products and services, along.
For. sale: .·.Cleveland saxo·th
d
WI
an a dress where applibusiness. Share . the rental
phone; Excellent c. ondition:
t
h Id
· ··
cost with the pilot Surpris·
can s s. ou
-~end their
- new pads, . excellent case,
·
ingly.inexpensive. Call Tony
· resumes. In addition, each
neckstrap and reeds. $275or
listing specifies the type of
at 697-4846.
best offer. See·sueTiminski . a cad em i c b ackgro u n g
For Sale: B & 0 stereo head- - at the Hill room 216.
wanted, and the. actual job
phones, excellent condition.
Roommate needed:. Female
categories t,o be filled; Many
'Best offer. Call Jeff at 697nonsmoker, Brockton apart.;
3292 after 2:00 p. m.
ment, $45 per week, 25 minutes from college. Please
Need a. babysitter? Some
ATTORNEY
. wee~nights, weekend days · contact Krissi Keenan at
584-3824.
and/or nights. If out of walkDONALD HADGE
ing distance fr.om the col- .. For Sale: _1973 VW Super
OFFICE SCHEDULE
lege, will need a ride. For
Beetle, . Good. Condition,
more information, leave
HOURS 3:00 ·~ 7:00 p.m.
$900 or best offer. Call 580your name and number for
2730 before 5:00 p.m., 947- '
Donna at The Comment
5867 after 6:00 p. m.
office.
Tuesday
Thursday
For Rent: Single room,· priWanted: Female roommat&
vate bath, female preferred,
Feb. 'I
share on-campus apart.;.
non-smoker, 1% miles from
Feb. 9.
nient with 3 other· femal.es.
Feb. 14
Feb .. m
campus. $35 per wk.
Two bedroom, kitchenFe0.
21
Feb. 23
Lost: Large silver bracelet.
. li,ving room, and bath. $35
Feb.
28
?~5· uch 1
Lost somewhere in the· Burper weel<. Parking for car.
nell
Building.·
Bracelet
has
· Contact Pat Holmes at 378~
sentimental value. If found,
3591. Best location on
please contact Pam at 697. campus!
7666. (if possible, call during
PLACE: S.G.A. OFFICE
For Sale: Four Cragar Rims
the evening up till 11 :00 p.m.
.or COUNCIL CHAMBERS
14" by 6". $100. Two KeysLost: Car keys with "Muscles
tone Klassic Deep Dish Rims
Man" key chain. Call 697TO ALL s.s~c. STUDENTS:
.14", $75. Concord to-speed,
5399 ·or 295.;.4122. Ask for
$40. Call 767-3616 anytime._
FREE LEGAL ADVICE
Myrna Amado.
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employers have listed candidates· in short supply so that
individuals with those skills
will have an added incentive
to apply.
Besides the list, th is year's
job section provides an overview of the current job
market, and includes specific
suggestions about writing a
successful job seeking letter,
preparing for an interview
and adjusting to the demands
of a first job.
The graduates most in
demand are those witrh engineering degrees, 65% of the
companies in the listing
report they need graduates in
various engineering specialties, from electrical to aerospace and power specialties.
Behind engineers on the
demand index are computer
science graduates wanted by

51% of the listed companies;

accounting grads, sought by
48%, and business-market-

i n g -economics grads,
wanted by 43% of the
companies.
·Further down the scale are
graduates in mathematics
(wanted by 22% of listed
companies), physical sciences (21%) and liberal arts
(17%). And 27% of the companies reported a need for
graduates with specafties in
other categories--agribusiness; animal science; home
economics with emphasis on
textiles; journalism and communications; industrial and
manufacturing. technology;
logistics and procurement;
nuclear medk:ine technology; nursing and health care
administration.

The Exhibition:
Scenes from The Life of the Elephant Man
byThomas GibbQns

A One-Act Play _
February 7, Tues. 11:00 am. and 7:30 pm.
February 9, Thur. 11:00 am. and 7:30 pm.
Directed by Dr. Stephen Levine
Dr. Frederick Treves ••••••••••••••••••••••• BILL KADRA
The Elephant Man .••••••••••••••••• KARL WIEDERGOTT

Librury Lecture Hall ...;;. ··

Free AdmissiQn

Directory Lists
S umlll.er ·Jobs
BARNSTABLE, ~1ass.-The
seaside resort areas of Cape
Cod, Massachusetts and the
off-shore islands of Nantucket
and Martha's Vineyard are experiencing a growing problem
in finding enough college workers to adequately service a
rapidly expanding tourist in~
dustry.
.
._
. This summer Cape· Cod and
the Islands will be offering over
55.000 good paying jobs to col-·
lege students and teachers.
Many of these jobs require little or no: prior _experie_nce .. "
.Because it is impossible· to
fill ·these jobs with local
. residents·. most of whom make
up. the year 'round work force,
it 1s neces~ary· to draw from
other geographiC areas to
satisfy this seasonal need~.:.>·

Jobs for Students and Te;chers
The Cape ·Cod Summer Job
Bureau gathers. all pertinent
facts on available summer employment and publishes this in~
formation in a concise Job
Directory which isavailable to
college students and teachers
by Febrµary 1st each year.
· Na mes and "addresses of individual sea,onal employers ..
are listed in s\:!pai:ate ·job
categories frorri bartenders to
yacht crews.
The Job Bureau is a service
agen.c:..~. and therefore. charges

to

no fees
~i;1ployers or employees.
An easy-to-use job application form, which is now familiar to the local employer, is included with the Directory
along with important tips on
how to land a gqod summer

jab·.

Housing Imormation. Incluoed
This year- the Job Directory
has a section devoted to seasonal housing which lists addresses of people who lease
. rooms, efficiencies,· cottages,
apartments, and group rentals.
A useful reference. map of
the area is included as· is a.
summary of educational opp.ortunities for college credit,
and cultural Classes in the arts.
For a copy of the 1984·Directory s.end $3 (includes 1st Class
Postage & handling) to: Cape
Cod Summer Job Bureau, Box
594, Barnstable, MA 02630·.

I

Menu at Tilly
And the Hill
Thursday

Friday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
· Toast/butter/jelly

Saturday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Sunday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold. Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes
Bacon
Assorted Donuts

Wednesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fre:;h Fruit
Cheese Omelet
French Toast·
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

2, l984

The Comment

An Open Letter to the Student

Many of you know me, but
many more of you do not. My
name is Matthew Donoghue,
and I would like to take the
opportunity here to announce my candidacy for the
S.G.A. Senator-at-large seat,
Clam Chowder
Clam Chowder
Baked Fish w/ Lemon
Stuffed Peppers
recently vacated by Trista
Stuffed Manicotti
w/Brown Sauce
Farmosa.
Potato au Grautin
Fish Stix on a Bun
I am a sophomore ComPeas w/onions
Baked Beans
munications
major, and in my
Corn
Cauliflower
two years . at Bridgewater,
have been actively involved
Vegetable Beef Soup
Vegetable Beef Soup
in many campus organizaRoast Loin of Pork
Meatball Sub
tions and have gained a
Fried Clam Roll
Chicken Croquettes
range of experience which I
French Fries
w/Gravy
believe would be an asset to
Carrots
Potato Puffs
Green Beans
formal student representation.
French Onion Soup
French Onion Soup
-A list of my qualifications is
BBQ ~hicken
Shaved Roast Beef
inevitable,
I suppose,but ultiSupl:!r Bacon Burgers
on a Bulkie
mately, these lists mean
French Fries
American Chop Suey
Zuohini in Tomato
nothing without a commitHome Fries
Caulifl"ower
Broccoli
ment to hard work and a
st r.a i g h t - f o r w a rd , n o Soup Du Jour
Soup Du Jour
nonsense approach. So, for
Pepper Steak w/onions
Cheese Pizza
the record, I have been
on a Sub Roll
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
actively involved on the staff
Ham Steak w/s!iced
Sliced Beets
Pineapple
f rench Fries
of The Comment, as well as at
Carrots
Radio Station WBIM. I am
Green Beans
presently a member of the
executive
board of Ensemble
Clam Chowder
Clam Chowder
Theatre, supervising their
Seafood Platter
Fish Square on a bun
Shrimp
Meatloaf w/gravy
public relations effort. ExpeClams
Mashed Potato
rience with the latter is really
Lasagna w/Meatsau"r'e
-zuchini and tomato
~, very important, particularly
Broccoli
as it applies to my observa~
tions of the 1983-84 S.G.A.
Corn Chowder
It is. no secret to anyone
Corn Chowder
Yankee Pot Roast
Cheese Dreams w/bacon
that the S.G.A. has had its dif'Chicken Pot Pie w/Biscuit .tirdirier1:>
ficulties this year, many of
Pork Sausage w/gravy
Mexican Corn
them
stemming from petty
Chinese
Mixed
VegetPbles
Potato P-uffs
personality feuds. Many of
Fried Rice
Wax.Beans
the undertakings of the pres-

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheese Pizza
Beef Pot Pie
Wax Beans

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Pancakes

HUl~Uay, reb-ruary

Chicken Noodle Soup
Fresh Chicken Quarters
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Parsley Boiled Potato
Green Beans w/Bacon Bits
Mixed Vegetables

P.nt

lF-IE

WRITING
·cENrER

S.G.A.

rnoresentativP.~

B~dy

have been hindered by this which I served until present
internal bickering, and con- S.G.A. president Paul Dobcurrently, by the resulting son appointed me a member
negative public perception of of the 1983-84 All-College
the group as a whole. A Committee, and for which I
governing body needs to was elected committee
function as a whole, not as secretary. :rhese committee
two dozen individuals mov- positions have taught me a
great deal about the process
ing in as many directions.
Which does not mean there
of the college governance
isn't room for individual
system. and how to communexpression; there is, but ic.ate effectively with faculty
S.G.A. representatives (offic-: and administrators to bring
ers as well as senators and . about policies and programs
appointees) must realize that most beneficial to the stutheir fellow students elected
dents of Bridgewater State
them and that they must seek
College. ,
In recent weeks, I have also
out and be responsive to their'
served as Senator, Pro-tern.
::oncerns.
My interest in student
f mentioned earlier the
government dates back to necessity of dedication, an
high school (student council
ability to communicc;te, and a
straight-forward, notreasurer, class officer. and
student body president), and
nonsense approach. With
here at Bridgewater, I've had
confidence, I believe I can
say 1-have these qualities, as
a rather unusual, very helpful
experience by retaining a well as the desire to put them
sort of "outsider-insider" sta- to-work for you.
tus. Past S.G.A. president
Very sincerely,
Matthew Peter Donoghue,
Rob Berger appointed me to
the 1982-83 Undergraduate ·candidate for Senator-atCurriculum Committee, on
.,
large

...................................

i I ·sENIORS i i
i• LAST CHANCE!! i•
:• . T o order cap 'n' gown •i

•+ ................................•
~

Student Services

Boyden Hall

in the F:reshman Center, Maxvvefl Library
First floor, Park Avenue entrance

* PROFESSIONAL TUTORING TO ALL STUDENTS
IN THE COLLEGE

* INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNQSIS OF WRITING PROBLEMS
*·EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC WRITING .SKILLS
*TECHNIQUES OF INVENTION AND DiSCOVERY (CURING
WRITER'S BLOCK)

* EDITING AND REVISING

* WRITING .WORKSHOPS ON SPECIAL TOP1CS
* AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL ·
* ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
* RESEARCH SKILLS
* A SUPPORTIVE READER WHO DOES NOT GIVE GRADES

HOURS:
Monday - 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Tuesday - 10 a.m .. - 2 t:t~m.
Wednesday - 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Wednesday.night - 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Thursday - 10 a.m. ~- ·2 p.m.
Friday - 10 a.m. - 12 noon ,_

:
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4~'m·m~m·~m.~mz~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3cannot watt for latecomers.
~~~~~-m

:car-po.cling is recom. mended, when you sign up
for the trip, would you please
let me know if you can take
riders. It is your responsibil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~.~~~~~~~ity to arrange for a rlde and to
We will again be taking two
ment Office (697-1200, Ext.
reach an agreement with the
2088} the day before the trip .. driver relative to sharing the
whale watch trips this year,
to check on any •ast mi.nute
cost of the trip to Provinceone from Provincetown and
one from Plymouth/ Mass.
developments. Evenings and · town and back.
weekends can (617) 294-8773.
we have been going with
Last spring's trips were very
successful, with whales seen
tn case of cancenation du.eto
the Dolphin 111 and IV for
on all trips. We again had the · .weather, your money will be
seven years now and have
experience of humpbacks
refunoed. Both trips are open
seen whales on every trip. On
to. a._f/ (facu~ty, students &
the majority of the trips we .
_ approaching the boat and
putting on quite a show. The
general public) on a 'first had humpbacks up close to
cost per person this year wHl
come basis.
the boat. The overall success
be $11.00 for the ProvinceThe 1984 Whale Watch trips of this boat and captain is
town and $12.50 for the Plyare as follows:
· excellent. The crew of the
mouth trip, payable at the
Saturday -· April 28 - 8:00 Dolphin is experienced and
time you si.gn up for the trip.
a.m.
scientHic data is bei nq
As.last year, a refund will be
(From Plymouth, Mass.)
given if I am able to find .
someone eise to take your
Sunday - May 6 - 3~00 p.m.
place. Refunds will not be
(From Provincetown, Mass.)
given to people who fail to
show up on the day of the
The Provincetown trip will
depart from the Provin~e-·
trip. I will keep a waiting list in
case someone withdraws. If
towl'l Town· Pier on the Doiyou leave a phone number
phin IV. You must arrange for
where you can be reached it
transportation to P.rovi ncewill enable us to inform you in
town. {Count on 1% to, 2
the event we can take you. In
hours travel time to Province..
addition, everyone shoutd . town from f?ridgewater.) I.will
post a list 9f carpool. drivers
leave a number where you
can be reached in case
on. the bulletin boa'rd outside
weather causes cancellation
.room 8114.toward the·beginof the t.rfp. You. must check
ning of April:· Giv~ yqurself
the college switchboard
aniple time since the boat
operator or call the Depart:..
must depart on sct)edule and

Whale Watches·

gathered on these trips t;>Y Or.
"Stormy" Mayo. The Dolphin
has been written up in the
Globe and Yankee and was
the original boat for whale
watching off our coast. We
cannot guarantee, of course,
that we will see whales, but
with a success ratio of well
over 90% success your chances are very good of not only
seeing whales but getting a
good ciose look.
The Plymouth trip wil1
depart the Plymouth Town
Wharf on board the Captain
John and Son. We should see
large number of whales and
interesting behaviors. The
departure time for this trip is
8:00 a.m. with ·the boat
returning to the dock at Ply-

mouth around 1 :00 p.m. Our
trips in the past have been
very successful, and are a
unique experience . Space
will be limited so please contact me as soon as possible if
you want to go.
The boat we will be using is
the 85 foot excursion vessel,
Capt. John and Son. This
boat is comparable in design
t.o the Dolphin IV, but is
slightly larger. She is
powered by two V-12-71
Detroit diesel engines and
·cruises at a speed of 17 k'nots.
The Capt. John and Son is
fast and has excellent viewing visibility from the upper
and lower decks. Ther is also
.

continued on p. 13 -··-·--·-··········

JOIN YOUR OLYMPIANS

AND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD

;:r:::::::~~~~~~:m;!:!lll~~~~~~

· wit,h Jeff Linehan

{(

I

This Friday Evening, ~eh. 3, 9~1
9~30 Local Four .
I,
The Dark; Nov..Group, Red, Berlin Airlift.
I 10:00 Featured Artist of the Evening

' ·I

An interuiew ond music with the Sex Execs.

10:30 La~gh Half Cbmedy Cuts ,
Monty. Python and. Steve Martin.

See Your Jostens Representative for details of Jostens Easy ~ayrnent Plans.

ll:OO T(iple.Shot
... R.E:M..

. ..

11:30 Punk Pick of ~he We~k
12:00 The Midnight Express Album Adventure
Micha;el Jackson's ;'Thriller''.' •
.

.

.

$250FFALL
.14KGOLD· RINGS

,

\~~

0-.J

I

e;.

~~.
<.:~ -:· .

~ .~· ~~~\~...

.

~\,(/,,'(

~

~;;:s-==-=~·-.~- ~
~~~

~
~~~--- --:::22 ->~
, __ . a:.·~

10 am ... ,3_pm.

February 2 & 3I 1984
Date

lime

Student Uttion Bldg. (outside bookstore) "$10.00 deposit required"
Place

\

"'
."

~~'

~f:J?::.'."\f=~

_A listening .experience! . ~i-F.,-::>~.. ~~
I Y<?~R CQ,l..LE_GE RADIO: sr.1~.J~~ ~1:5 F~.:::~/

1

1i

_,:_

JOSTENS IS THE OFFICIAL AWARDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OLYMPIC GAMES.

Black History from p. 4 .. ,........................... ,......... ~ .............. --... ---·~---·-·

Unfortunately, some feel that"1he base of the African World arena. We must undersfand
to. realize the necessity' of relics" will be .periodically
the only,"relevaot" Black Hiaexperience. Secondly, black that the world° is controlled by
emptoying history to formu- rescued from the "closet
tory is a list of "Great
history, rs the study· of the ideas. Dr. Woodson suffilate political· strategies: chambers" of American HisNegroes" wh.a have received
African.,.American cultural . dently supports this position
social ·ideologies, or to tory, "dusted off,"- and
. recognition.
·
"duali~y" consciousness,
in the following thoughts: ''If -understand the very S!l.b- paraded about to project the
As a peopl.e, Alroexpoused by Dr. W.E.B. you can control a man's
stanc.e of people. History is a image of "Negro Loyalty,"
Americans must acknowlOuBois in his book, 0 Souls of thinking, you do not have to clock that.people use to tell ' 1 Negro Progress" and
edge the creative beauty:and
Black Folks" . (1905). This worryabout his action; when
their time of dayf and it also is "Negro Commitment" to
book detailed the co.ntinuing
g,enius of those-vast numbers.
you determine what a man
a compass they use to find Am.erican democracy. Black
ot ·black people who ·.have
strugg}e by b~ack people in
shall think, you do not have to
thems.elves c:>Q,~. the map of · History Month should be the
·fought the day-to-day strugAmeri·ca to escape the racial concem yourself about what
human geog_raphy. It is a affirmation of.struggle, deter$Ubordinadtion of their Afrigle of survival. A serious look
he will do; if you make a man
re·cord that tel Is people · mi nation, and creativity; the
must' directed toward tt:'\e- canity based upon color and feel that he is inferio·r, you do where they have oeen, where . observance must be a testim· subs\c....1ce of the coUective. ethnicity. Thirdly, black his-. not have to compel him to theyare, and :where they are ony to those black pioneers
cultural and. political _expe..:
tory_is the study of the social,
accept.an inferior status, for going in ·relation to oth~rs.
who struggled to affirm the
rience of black people. $urvi- : econ'omic, political and cul-· . he wi.11 seek himself; an .if you
Black Histdry must be used., . humanity of African people
tural ·cantribution·s of 'can.make~marithink that he · as a ·tool of analysis and a ·and a challenge to the presval skills and the· collective
ingenuity of the mas'ses of African-Am~ricans · 'to the
is justly
outcast, you :do ~J~al reservoir of spiritual and ,e_ntgeneration"to protect and
Brack Americans must take
progress of human civilnot have to order him to the
in~ellectual po~er and any- preserve 'Black Humanity.
, ·priority over an "elite· list of ization.
back ·doot, his very nat'ure t~mg less will h1ryder the sur~
'Let us f?trive to recapture
great negroes."
.
History is a potent and
v1val of black people.
. . . . . the original legacy of Black
will demand one."
The study of black history · powerful tool, and a signifiBlack History ~on~~ takes History Month.
History is not an abs'fracis threefold.· First, it is the cant ·portion of the $truggle . tion or an ~·otd coat" to be on a .paramount s1gn1f1cance
Paull. Gaines, Assistant to
study of th.e malevolence and for Black liberation must take hung away in sofl)e closet. as we approach. the 21 s.~ C~n- th.e President, Affirmative
unde'rdevelo'p'hle~f~t'N~ft-~is ''~t;;ti:pl~ce· within the intelle.ctual
Regretfully, many people_ fail tury. A collection of black Action/Minority Affairs

ar
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lWO excmNG ENTERTAINMENT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNmES
1. The MlTDISNEY WORLD° V'ae.atkln Kingdom. near OrlanOO.
Florida. iS seeking professional s~oancers and Musical Theatre
Actln/Actresses. Most positions are full, one-year contracts with
sane summer seasonal employment atso available. Sorry,.!!!!
professional instrumentalist auditioos.

2. The WALT DISNEY WORLD vacation Kingdom and
DISNEYLANO- (located in Anaheim, California) are forming a 22·
member All American Col~ Marc~ for each ~us, a
40·men1bef All'mn lfiQe S
Orchestra to
orm at
EPCOT Center.
IX>SitiOOS are or summer-tong ~.
beginnin;i June 4 ard c:oocluding on August 1a
AUDITION REQUIREMENTS ALLAUOITIONEES:
• Must be 18 years of age by June 1, 1984
• Must bring a current resume and photograph
• Must show movement ability
AUDITION SITE. BOSTON, MASSACHUSffiS February 16, 1984
Jay of Movement Center

536 Mass Avenue
Central Square

Camidge. Massachusetts
TALENT AUDITION:

COLLEGE MUSICIANS:

Audition call: Females· 10 am
Males-2p.m

Audition call: 10 am-5 p.m

Join the "World" leaders in family enteltainment! For additional audition
requirements or if you need further infamation. please call ct write "Disney
Audition TM '84." Enlertainmeot O~ion. P. 0. Box 40, Lake Buena VtSta. FL
32830, (305) 824-5478,(t.loo:lay-Friday only, 9:00 am to4:00 p.m EST).
1r'MQ11t&i.JQrsi.ElP"OOUCTIQlllS

L-R: Peter Hartel, President Adrian Rondileau. and Brockton mayor Carl Pitaro at the official ribbon
cutting ceremony for BAT Bus Service on campus. Photo: Ed Donahue

'MJ:CCC ~cc·
SPRING BREAK '84.
THE TRADITION LIVES ON!

~·
'{1i·
,>

==-·--· v

- ,.__,_.,...,

~~ - ~

. . -- . .

~ ~~,{:JF;~:

·TAKE THE GREATER.
FORT LAUDERDALE, BREAK.
Hollywood, Pompano Beach, Lauderdale~by-the.-Sea, Deerfield Beach.
Want the tradition to live on forever? Then order your full-color 17" x 23,, poster of Spring Break '84 by sending
$3.00 (check or money.- order, no cash, please) to: Spring Break '84, 500 Third Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119.
Be sure' to include your name, address and college. Price includes postage and handling,
.
,· ...

'

,· ..··
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I

~
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Summer
Senate
Positions
For the sixteenth consecutive year, the Massachusetts
Senate is offering a Summer
Internship Program. Administered by the Senate Legislative Education Office, the
. program runs for eight
weeks, June 11 through
August 3, 1984. The student
intern is placed directly in the
office of the Senator where
bel~he can observe the legislative process, handle dayto:..day constituent requests
and research issues. Orientation to the State House environment and to the Senate
office, as well as attendence
-at a weekly seminar, are
required as part of the program. This office is responsible for the selection and
placement of interns.
The stipend is $160 per
week, paid monthly. The
Intern Program isavailableto
current Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors and
Graduate Students. One year
6~ college education is a prerequisite for an internship.
Students or their parents
niust be residents of Massa. chusetts. -(This means that
either the student or the par~
ents are registered Massachusettsvoters as of January
1, 1984.) The prospective
intern must not have held a
paid position with the Massachusetts Legislature. Addition~! weight will be glven to
applications of persons who
have applied in the past.
Applications which are not
correctly and completely
filled out will not be
considered.
There are forty positions
available. Every effort will be
made to notify the student
regarding the status of the
application by the second
week in May. The student
ma y e n c Io s e. a _ s e I f·add ressed stamped postcard
if he/she wishes to be notified
when the completed application is received.
. Applications available in

Career Planning and Placement Office. Deadline fo
apply ~s"f.fi~ay, .,Ap.~il, fJ)l. l~~4.,
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~-s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~on~rence on~oter~egistration

ATTENTION SENIORS

1984 will be one of the most
crucial election years in the
history of the United States.
As the campaigns slowly
crank up, George Orwell's
Formal yearbook portraits are scheduled for
prophetic year may not have
Big Brother watching our
February 6 through the 10th. Studio One
every move as he so gloomily
photographers will be on campus to take your
forecast. However, there are
pictures.
other threats -to the state of
the nation. Unemployment,
A studio will be set up in the make-up room
nuclear
arms, relations with
(near UG 4, beyond ·the Communications
foreign countries (especially
Office on the ground floor of the Student
the Soviet Union), and envirUnion), with the ·adjacent changing rooms
onmental problems like acid
rain are just a few of the major
available for clothing changes.
concerns the United Stat .s
A sign-up book is now available at the
must come to grips with in
Comment/Yearbook office, along with
1984. Whoever takes on the
challenge of these and other
sample pictures. Sign up now for a time that is
problems must be a strong
convenient for you.
·
leader who has the support of
Don't forget~ a Yearbook will be supplied to
the nation.
all seniors who submit their glossy to the
But will that man have the
nation's support? Or will only
Yearbook.
a small fraction be on the side
of the highest elected' official
in our country? Voter apathy
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is currently a crucial problem
in the United States. In 1980,
only 52% of those eligible to
vote did so. The figur.es are
startling. 47 million American
citizens are eligible to vote
but have not even registered
NOW OPEN!!!
yet. 14 million of these same .
people are between the ages
of 18 and 24. It is a constitutional right to have :he priviledge to vote, and to have a
say
in how the government is
14 Summer Street, Bridgewater, Mass.
run. It is one that is not used
(Next to Plymouth Home National Bank)
enough and a priviledge
which many people across
the world would be happy to
have. Yet so manv Ameficans
~Featuring~

THE SCOOP
Salad Bar - Quiche
~Daily

Specials

~

do not even care enough to
register. Too often people
claim, "One vote can't make a
difference" or "I didn't like
·any of the candidates so I
didn't vote."
. While it is certainly true
that one vote will not change
the outcome of an election,
47 million or even 4 million
will. Most elections are usually for more than one o~fice,
ptus referendums. A person
who does not like any of the
candid.ates usually does not
understand any of them or
their policies.
In an attempt to alleviate
this high percentage of nonregistered voters, MASS

PIRG, along with student
government leaders, campus
newspaper editors and other
citizen action groups, is holding a National Student Conference on voter registration.
The conference is to be held
February 10-12 at Harvard
University. All of the presidential candidates have been
invited to speak. This confer- ·
ence will be the kick-off to a
Registration drive which will
go until next fall.
The statistics now are staggering Iy high. But with students leading the way,
perhaps 1984 will be the year
"the vote" really means
something.

Straight from the Shoe
There once was a President who sat at the shoe, who
gave his executive report and
found nothing to do. So he
left.
President Dobson anrfounced to the senate that he no
longer will attend the meetings. He will give his report
and leave. Why would a President who creates the agenda
bother to stay and explain
what business he has
brought be~ore the shoe? We
can only think of a dozen reasons! But who can predict the
actions of the S.G.A. lately!
The Senate overrode two
presidential vetoes last Tuesday night. a historical. precedent. in S<.G.A. history.
Perhaps that's why the president decided to take his
gloves and go home.
· One of the notions that did

French Onion Soup - Chili
Soup of the Day - Sandwiches
Ice cream.& Desserts
Waitress Wanted!

not pass was an al 1ocat1on to
fund a campus phone directory. If you are a commuter in
need of a phone, contact
Senators McKinney &Nummelin. These people were
responsible for the narrow
defeat of this proposal. Call
them for directory assistance.
A positive result of the
meeting was that twenty students will be .sent to the
National Conference 'bn
Voter Registration at Harvard
Universi'ty. We wish these
people the best of luck and
look forward to hearing
about their experiences.
One sad note; we lost yet
another senator to the incu-.
rable disease plaguing the
S.G.A. This year "resignationitis." Anyone with a cure?

CORPORATION
Aineri.:as ne":.~s1 eind !a&t&Sl·growmg na11on
:;ii.le cr.1.ti:;c•ra11on Hh·it-es you to eam riext i;ear's lu1
!tCHl !'.'lf.+i..~re Jt.i·ie

1• -.. u"""

.~r£- t:'h~·petsc.

01J!go1ng amt1111cus. a11d

,, 0 u t."'"JU'li" 1nee11og nell", peopte. .ue may 1usl have
1r:e appurtu101l'1 )'Ouveo alway!! wai:'lled
\'Vorto.. p-arH1me (H fuU·llme

Set ._Dut r:-wn nours
;tJ.-;o "'1fed Lr.:cal Repres.en.ratives and
C·.:iorr11i1.atli"!S
Fo ..

.::1.Jntm~,1'1g

Area

s.ruuents. 1h•s expands into a

11:30 am. - 1:30 pm. Mon:-Fri.

higt"tl!-t-uc"ati>.& summer po:;.llton -which flexes
oac'"- .,, tna fall tu tu -,n•1r academic sched"'le
J\1an1 ;:;ermatte"lt pos111oris are available nauon
,•.:1de as. .rv(:U

See Paula

This is a rare ano ornoue ground-floor oppcnuni.
!y ,:.:nicn prao-.ably w111 ""' repear once lhe
~eccssa•·f p8rson'"lel have been acqu11ed
T..t d/:P'~· st?nl1 d -selhJOdres:iea stamped
t1Li 5 1r?c:,.:ii~"si:t." en~etu.ve

1cnn~:1c~

App11ccu1on ton:'! and 111
::.··JJ reacn rou by return mail
Ouest,on Corpora11on
Suite 20.r.1
.2012 Grove Avenue

R1ohmor.o. VA 23220

COMPUTER (from p. I) ···················-········---·---····---~·-··-··-················--··-··-·-···-··········-······-·············-······-····-···············-····--····--·····.···-···--···
. .
··
puter so that when a student
where we have to wipe aside are going to have to deal with
of. av1at!o~. The game,
want~ someth-ing in a particu- the mystique that goes along them. Yet Simmons also
t~ough, isn t easy, laughs lar Sl:lbject area, it can be with computers, and start notes that they are not the
Simmons,. after he crashed . f . d much faster under a asking what they can do for answer to every problem.
the plane. Other students
oa~~cular subject heading us. Computer open a l?t of
Simmons first got ~ook~d
h~ve used t~e compu~er fhat can't be found in a card doors and do many things, o~ computers by reading _his .
either to edit and p:int
catalo ue.
says the librarian'. They are wife's notes, who was taking.
res~a~ch papers or to Just
Sim~ons maintains that an important part of life, a'fld a computer course about two
expen_ment.
.
h ve grown to a poin1 · one way or another people vears ago. He later took a
we a
.
Programs available for students run the gamut from.
WOOD (from p. 1) .............................. --···-··~··--····-······---······-··············-······-·-····-····················-···--·····
pre-school counting and
her supervisors that she could do the JOb,
reporting. Curiously, most of the people
alphabet programs, upwards
and the rest is history.
who call or write television stations do not
towo~d processing.and other
At pre~ent, she is trying. to see ~f o~e
di.sagree with th~ context of the ne~s but
technical areas. Sc1e,nce stucan live a "normal life" while working in
with what a certain anchor was wearing or
dents can use if for working
television. Ms. wood takes great pride in
the length and/or style of his or ,her hair.
on graphs •. charts and chemiher accomplishments as a journalist,·yet
While stre~sing t~at it is impo~ta.nt to be
. .
she is attempting to have a re~ardrng
educated and trained to do this JOb,_ Ms.
cal a~alys1~. .
This s~rv1ce w~s start~d in
family life as well. She has turned d?wn
Wood add~d that ~he felt that the skill to
the Cur:1culum Library tn an
· assignments that would have required
be a quality on;..a1r report~r cannot be. .
attempt to keep current. Our
her to leave her family for a few days. Her
taught. She told . the thirty students
management has been v~ry cooperative
~at~~re.d ·that?ay to avoid"sensationalrole, says. Simmons, was to
make available to the B.S.C.
in regards to this situation, She feels,
ism in 1ournaltsm, andtotreatthepeople
community the latest. tech· however that someday she will be forced involved in .the news with a great deal ot
no logy that is consistently
to ·make' a hard decision, her }ob or her respect and understanding;
family It was very refreshing to have
It was a shame that more people did not
being found in our schools
today. It also will make findsome~ne spea'k so candidly about an
have an opportunity to ·hear Patrice
aspect of journalism that the. viewers have w.ood. She represented her profession
ing material in the library
much simpler._ ·Alth?ugh it
probably never even c?nce1ved: .
.
w~th bo~h ~tyle and class. Hopefully, she
In order to work in this area, a1ournal1st will be invited back to speak t0 a much
will take some time, Simmons
hopes to start a small collecmust have a thiclc skin. There will always larger audience.
· tion in the library on the corn~.
be those who disoree with a style of

Community Service computer course at B.S.C., and
since then, a week hasn't
gone by when hasn't been
working on a computer program. He says he enjoys the
::omplexities and the creativity of the computer.
As for the future. Simmons
hopes to get an.other computer to accomodate more people. In the meantime, he,
along with his staff, will continue to experiment and discover the various facets of
the Apple 11 E.
Simmons stresses that the
Apple 11 E is not diffic1.;Jlt to
learn and encourages
anyone frorn the B.S.C. cornmunity to stop by and use it.
The service is available durng the regular MaxweH
Library hours.

s .------------------------,
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Want to move
apqaicldy?

Maybe you can be one of115.
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Attention:
I Minority Students

!
I

I

I

I

I

If84OnwillFebruary
and
CAREER
be held at the Park Plaza Hotel in Boston. I
14, 15,

·16. 1984,

EXPOI

IMinority seniors have the opportunity to meet 1
lrecruiters from 80-100 organizations from the fields 1
lot Business, Government, Education, Finance, and1
f Medicine. There is no charge to participate.
I
A
complete
packet
of
information
and
the
pre-I
1
I registration form is available now in the Career 1
I Planning and Placement Office, located next to:
I Candy Counter on th.e ground floor of the Studen1
1I
I Union.
..

~---~---------------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Photography by Robert Ward and Thomas Knud-

Photography
Exhibit

•son, both of the faculty of Bridgewater State Col11ege, will be on exhibit in the Heritage Room of the
:college's Clement C. Maxwell Library during library
I hours February 6 through 29.
l
I . The exhibit's formal opening will take place at I
17:30 p.m. Wednesday, February 8, at a reception I
I featuring a string trio composed of Stanley and
I Hilary Hamilton and their daughter Alison. Dr.
1
: Hamilton is also a Bridge_water faculty .memb~r.
1
I Dr. Ward, associate professor of media studies ~t I
I Bridgewater teaches photography at the college, 1s l
I photography editor of the Bridgewater Review and I
I .'egularly exhibits prints, lectures on photography I
I and judges camera shows in the Greater Boston:
1 area.
.
.
'
I Dr. Knudson, associate professor of physical edu- 1
:cation, an expert mountaineer and orienteer and an I
I award-winning photographer, will show studies I
I made in Europf3, 'Africa and New England.
I
I The Hamilton family play in the Brockton Sym· I
phony Orche~tra and ~iss Hamilto~, a.cellist,
1~~~c;~trdr~h,~st;~~y with the Americas Youth 111 :
: At the .February s concert, open to the public at no1
1 charge their~program will include works by.Bee-1
I thoven: Mozart and Haydn.
I

I

GU~ED

Fl..JGHT PROGRAMS.

THINK YOU HAVE THE "RIGHT STUFF"? ·LOOK INTO OUR UNDERGRADUATE COM"!ISSIONING
PROGRAMS. IF YOU QUALIFY YOU CAN TRAIM THIS SUfvVvlER FOR A COMVII SSION AS A""
1
SECOND I .IEUTENANT._UPON GRADUATION FROM BSC. §EE CAPTAIN BUCKINGHAM ACROS-'.)
FROM THE BOOKSTORE. ON r'bNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY_, o-8 FEBRUARYJ OR CALL 451-3011
FOR INFG~M6.TION.
ACT NOW!!!!!!!!!!
.
Whale from P· 10 -··-··--------------a large fully enclosed heated
galley on board which serves
breakfast, hot sandwiches,·
snacks and beverages. I have
been making trips on the
_Capt. J.ohn and Son for seven
years and the Captain and
crew are very professional
ar~ have a very high ratio of
successful trips. Research
associated with the College
is being carried out on this

boat.
The destination for the
whale watch will be the same
area that we have visited on
all our previous trips from
Provincetown and Plymouth,
the fertile Stellwagen Bank
area located six miles north
of the tip of Cape Cod. Plymouth is only slightly further
by boat than Provincetown.
Plymouth is easily reached
by car, as it is just off Rt. 3.
The boat deoarts from the

Town Wharf in Plymouth.
The wharf is just north of the
historic area where the Mayflower and Plymouth rock are
located. There is ample free
parking in the area adjacent
to the wharf.
--·
If you ·require more
detailed directions or further
information about either trip,
I will -be glad to provide it
upon your request.
John C. Jahoda, Professor of
Zoology

~dServlce . .

I

Available at Burrill

Beginning Monday, February 6th, .limited food service will be
available in the Lounge Area at Burrill Avenue Academic Class
Room Building on a trial basis. Schedule will be as follows:

9:00
10:30

a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

W!I::

-------------------------~
To Near-Accident Victim on
1/30 at 9:58 a. m. Student
> parking lot: I am very sorry!
I'll keep my eyes open from
11ow on.
RX-7
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
QUALITY WORK
PROMPT. DEPENDABLE SERVICE
TERM PAPERS, LETTERS, RESUMES, ETC.
REASONABLE RATES

CONTACT TERRI at 583-7504

Study in Quebec!

I

Coffee and Donuts
Subs and sandwiches

PRICE LIST

Roast Beef on a Bulkie---------------$1.95
Roast Beef & Provolone Sub w/lettuce--------$2.20
Ham & American Cheese on a Bulkie·--------$1.65
Ham on a Sub Roll-----------------$1.85
Tuna on a Bulkie------------------$1.45
Sliced Turkey on a Bulkie--------------· $1.70
Donut----------------------- $0.35
B oz. Coffee-------------------- $0.45

I
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..

Established in 1981, the exC:iting
. Quebec-New England Exchange Program
is now in its third year of operation. Bridgewater State College
was one 9f the orjginal participating ins.titutions, and the p~ogram is .
currently accepting applicants for the a~adem1c year 1984. If you are an outgoing ·
freshman 9r soph'?more, haue a good aca?e'!'11c record,. and possess the initiatiue to experience
a new and interesting cultural and academic life, then this program is for you. Apply immediatefy.

l•I
Students who choose to study in Quebec will find a diuersity o/ life styles auailable to them Quebec offers
the thriving cosmc:ipolitan city of ~ontreaf, with its bli:nd of cultures, the old worid charm
o/ Quebec City,, the quebecors warmth and hospitality of other provincial towns.
I/you think you are ready for a new aduenture, contact Professor ·
John Myers, in the Canadian Studies Office, Tillinghast Hall
or at extension 2288.
·

Application Deadline: February ·15, 1984
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Bear Hunt Continues
By Joe Gouveia

Once again, the SSC
Women's Basketball team
came up winners! At their
second annual Ladies' Night,
BSC beat SMU by a score of
65-47. The team is nine
games away from an undefeated season and are still
rated #4 in the nation. However, despite the outcome,
the first half _of the game was
anything but a bed of roses.
In the first half, SSC was
down by as much as 12 points
at cine stage of the game. The
girls were making sloppy
passes; making bad plays,
and just couldn't seem to get
the ball where they wanted it.
They had a few breaks, as
SMU had a number of turnovers and was called for traveling several times ...Slowly,
BSC began to come back,
and with 17 seconds left iri.
the half they took the lead by
a point, 25-24. a score they

were a bit lucky to obtain.
Laurie O'Connell had some
great defensive rebounds
that helped the team out.
One player stated, "We like
to scare people, sometimes
even scare ourselves." Cathy
Johnson for SMU was all over
the court hustling. She
played almost the whole
game, .being taken out with
20 seconds in the game when
BSC was too far ahead for
SMU to have any hopes of
· catching them. Johnson was
'the high scorer for the game
with 22 points. Kathy Baker
for BSC followed with 16
points. Baker dominated the
offensive boards during the
entire second half, and Jody
Callicutt, with 11 points, hit
some terrific key outside
shots.
Once the second half got
· underway, the game belonged to Bridgewater. They
dominated the second half
·through great teamwork

coached by Bo Ruggerio.
Although the first half
seemed to be a tooth and nail
struggle for SSC, this was not
the case in the second. The
girls did a great job intimidating the SMU players to the
point of disgust.
A sign on the wal I of the
gym reads "We're on a BEAR
HUNT". Below it was a list of
all the teams that have fallen
prey to the Bears. At the erid
of the game, Bo Ruggerio·
proudly added, SMU to the
list, accompanied by a round
of applause from the BSC
fans that was well deserved
by the girls.
So the dynasty continues
to develop here at BSC. Congratulations girls, keep up
the good work and it looks
like a possible championship
team may again find a home
here at . Bridgewater State
College!

JI
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BSC . Gym~nasts
~!ring:i1h{rJetvP.ac1As ~~iflelJ:m

0
• v eanne
n ·
Have you ever wondered
what it would be like to leap
on a four inch wid~ piece of
wood or. to swing from a
seven foot high· bar with
ripped palms and sore hips?
Thi~ is part of the everyday
life for each member of the

spirit high. Back for another
strong season are Deb Long,
Island College ·barely edged Lori Shippole, Lisa Dupont
~ou·t 8.S.G. winning 136-132, Ellen Chevalier, Gina GalleBaker flies over U-Mass.Photo: Ed Santilli.
·in a meet our girls know they ranr, Eleanor Marie Plotner
could have won. .
and Carolyn Soper.. The talNew ·coa·ch Lynn Mazza- ented freshmen incrude Pam
·ferro has.th.etalent, patience Wattsins, Lori Corbin,.
and enthusiasm to guide our Nadine Lucas and sopho- •
1983..:84Wom~n's Gymnastic lady gymnasts .to· victory· in more newcomer· Holly
team. Hopefully -'.the pains th.eir respective division. She McCarthy.
and hard w9.rk the gymnasts ·is an· outstanding.. gymnast
The gymnasts would Hke to
go ..tnrqUgh :results in high ·herself and the girl's hope· say a special thanks to Cathy
The B.S.C. men's basketagainst S.M.U., B.S.C. lost
·scores .and a: r'.successfu1, that she's here to s1ay for Farioaand Mike Stf>ry. They
95-73.
championship team.
. ... ·many seasons to come.· .
were s.upe.r coaches during ball team is not exactly on a
The team·has lost six playSo far the final results of· · The. newly .elected tri- the·.early weaks -of the s~a roll these days .. They rost
their last five games, includ-. ers over break due to acathe first two meets of. the sea- ·captains: Jeanne Flynn (Sr.), son.
ing U-Mass Boston 61..;35, . demic reasons. Let's hope
. son ·have proved iust that. · ·c1·ndy Parlee(Sr.), and Chri.s
The girls opened their season Ande~so.n (..tr.) are doing.fine See GYMNASTS p. 15 ---··-----·· E.N.G. 53;..54 and RogerWHlithat the t~am can start ·from
ams College (Jan. 23, at _scr~Joh. and deverop a .winhome)' by a 93-74 score. Let's
ning team.
hope B.S.C.;s tear.n can ·get
Bridgewater's next game
back ·on the winning track.
wm be on February 4 against
The team suffered a 32
Worcester State College at
point ioss to Ann Maria ColWorcester. Let's aJI support
lege by ·a score of 102-70. In
the team to getting back on
the old winning ways!
By Liz Cahill
points the problem, "I wasn't Resource Center. This Monday night's home game
shooting for a goal. I had no entails going out w~th a group
Jody Colticutt plays bas- concentration. Therefore, t and testing firemen's health.
ketball for Bridgewater didn't have a reason to apply The group then prescribe~
Women's Team. The senior myself.
individual exercise programs
.p~ayer not only contributes
CoHicutt calls sophomore for the firefighters. They set
her taf.ents. to one of Bridge.:.. year her h...rrnin:.g point. rt was up workshop~ to monitor
The Aquabrytes are start- other colleges.
water $ best teams, she main- then that she began to thiflk progress and to keep firefighing their second semester
Experience rn synchrontains dean's list standing.
of - her studies over other ters motivated.
program and are ~coking for ized swimming is not necesJody faces .her fourth sea- activities --- basketbal I and
The study works on an
new. members.
sary but the ability to swim at
son. Both s_ophomore and parties.
.
altemattng week schedule.
The synchronized swim- or above th& advanced
Junror years she ·made· the · Presently, Jody is maj'oring Therefore, Jody must ad}ust
ming club practices every beginner level is desirable.
college's dean's list.
inPhysical Education with a her schedule to fit basketball
Tuesday evening at 6:30 Interested candidates, both
When asked what.. hap- concentration in Exercise practice, classes, study time,
under the direction of Debbie male and female, are encourpened freshman year, she Science Health Fitness and a and her work at the Center.
.Lehmann, now 'in. her third aged to report any Tuesday
replies,. "Freshman year I gqt minor in-Health. She predicts..
"It's hard," admits. Calliat 6:30 p.m.
,,
year.
a. 2.8. r·don't think it was._ my at least a 3~3 this semester.
cutt. "rt's stressful. There's a
The club has been in exist':Hopefully at least a 3.3 · lot of stress."
tnvolvement. with basketball
ance since the Kelly GymnaWhen asked how.she manthat caused it. I was a'tresh- this sem~s.ter. PossibJy., high
sium pool opened in the iate
man and didn't know what. I honors, but that's doubtful.''. ages, Jody says, "You have to
1950's. Each session culmisays Collicutt, "It's so hard to be flexfble. The best way'to
really wanted to do."
nates with a show late in the
handle it is to constantly reJody expiains further. "I keep up."
second semester.
Jody takes- 22 credits this evaluate your priorities. I'm
had a major; I was declared a
In addition to performing.at
Phys. Ed. major. But I really s·emester .. She .participates in constantly re-evaluating
the college, the group has
didn't know what I wanted to' a directed study in which sh~ mine. For exampre, I can~t
presented demonstrations in
with. it...careerwise." She pin- works for a Firefighter See COLLICUTT p.15 ......... _..
other communities and at
victqry qver Smith College.

·Their nexrarch rival, Rhode

Let's Win!!

Collicutt Does It All

Aquabrytes

1
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By Mike Storey

after a (25-24) halftime lead.
A special thanks goes out
Big things were happening to the basketball cheerleadat the Kelly Gym this past ers, Robin llataille and her
Tuesday night. The joint was band, and Glen Cook in makjumping and Bridgewater ing this a most enjoyable
State spirit was at its finest at n'ight for one and all.
The· ladies take on Plythe second annual "Ladies
Night" for the women's bas- mouth State 'tonight (7:00
p.m.) over at the gym in
ketbal I team..
The ladies did not disap- hopes of keeping their streak
point their. loyal fans as they alive. Stop over and cheer on
trounced Southeastern the best team in New
Mass. 65.47 after trailing (16- . England.
4) early in the first half.
The women's swim team
Stretching their unbeaten got'nn the winning track this
·streak to (16-0),jhey retained past weekend with a (7 4-57)
their #I ranking in New Eng- victory over Westfield State.
1and and #4 ranking Their record is now (1-4}.
This Saturday they. hope to
nationally.
The team in now "hitting on add to the win column when
all·cylinders''.with all playing they take on S~lem State and
a· major part in the victory. MIT at Salem.
Our men's basketball team
Led· by top scorer, Cathy
Ba.ker (16 pts.), Captain Jody' continues to be in the polCallicutt (11 pts., 10 drums extending their winrebounds), and Joann Runge less skein to six games
(7 pts., 6 assists, 4 steals) dropping to S.M.U. (95-73).
they never looked behind Mark Dias led all scores wilh

24 points in a losing effort.
men and women conti.nues
.·Tickets are available for a
Next game for the men at
on all the other nights during Boston Br-uins vs. L.A. Kings
home is on Monday versus
the week. Check the lntcamu- hockey game Thursday night
Framingham State, a team
ral board for rescheduled March 1st. Cost is $10.00
games. With . the varsity which also includes your
ranked #5 in the country.
Our men's wrestling team
teams playing doublehead- . transportation.
has their first and only home ers the next few weeks, · Plans are also being made
match this Sunday against" games will be played in the for the second annual HeritEmerson College. Starting
afternoons at 3:00, 4:oo: and age Week Triathlon. Those
pm
"'
5:00 p.m.. ·Any m_.akeupg.ames. · inte'rested in helping to
. e ·s
I 2·00
.
. .
t Im
Women's gymnastics (1-1)
or rescheduled game will b~ organize the highlight of the
continues on the road this pl.ayed at the.se times:
·
spring seas9n shouid see
. Kel1y Gym · ·
Mike Storey or any B.A.J.R.S.
Saturday at Salem State.
Their first home meet is next
Aerobics classes are golrig member.
·
Wednesday against Brow!". extremely weU t;>oth at r:iight
-1.nterested in being a
University (7:00 p.m.). Come
(Monday and Wednesday ·member? Come to our next
out and hwatch the girls do 8:00. p.m.) t;1nd in the after- meeting Tuesday, February
their thing.
·
noons (M,W,F 12:00· noon}. 7th at 11 :00 a.m. in G 1.20.
lntramurals
Hats 'off
instructors Katie
Have a nice wee.kend and
Tuesday night is also Perkins and Ei1een Flaherty .. don't think tha.t 6-a"• of snow
Indoor Soccer night at the ' Anyone interested need only is going to get you a day off.
Being, from Buffalo., NY,
Kelly Gym. The amount of ·show up ready to sweat. .
participation in this new BSC ·
·
B.A.l.R.S.
that's ·an everyday occurintramural sport has been
Plans are· being made for rence, but for you people it's
outstanding. Games are very another ski weekend to . a catastrophe. Got to get
close in score and very com- Sugarbush, VT. See Mike tougher, i)eople.
petitive, but also a good time Mendelsberg or Mike Storey
for everyone.
for details.Intramural. basketball for

to

To Ski...
By Steve 9'Brlen
past weekend I went slope again and then maae a
skiing in New HaJ11p8hire. It bee-.Hne for the bunny
was only my second time ski- slopes·:
ing alpine and my first time in
On the bunny slopes I
two years; The air was clean learned . prop~r· tecfl~iqlJ~
~nd cool, and I oould feerin- . from a friendAJ~lta.t home on
.mt''~ ,
t it was a day to these low-gr~de &Japes and
ski..
,,.,,.,,.,,, . ,,,.,.
said ''this· is my country, ·
I soon found out that some- these are· my peo,ple." After
times the ole. bones aren't spendir-lg quite a while falling
always totally right. .1 n fact, and learning, my confidence
these• bones. we're shaking returned. "Fall without fear"
when J found·. out some pri- became my new theme.
After a quick lunch ·1 was
ces. Th~ lift ;ticket cost $18
("can "we talk here?") and the ready to return to the· death
cashier didn't go along with slqpe I had beg uri on. I broke
the idea of lowering the price my previous vow not to ski
just for me. ,Some people! lhis slope and made up my
Add to this the cost of rentals · mind that I would ski as best
and we're talking about a as I could or not at al.I. I was a
major ca~h exchange. I put' little shaky at first, bu_t then
the thought of all that lost ~hings started to fall in place
money out of my mind. I had (even me). I even hit a little
to. How can you feel a wallet . jumpt Seyeral spills were al 11
that has just had a double had and wh~n l reached the
dose of the Sunapee diet?
bottom I had a more positi1ve
The first slope I tried was outlook and said "Hey, let's
for intermediate level skiers.
do that again!"
High aims for a beginner, bad
I rode the big chairliftto the
aims for me: As I got off. the summit and could not believe
_ chairlift and looked down the the height we reached; I
slope I saw my. imminent mean, fhis was ozone coundoom: a one-:half mile .night- try. It was a long way to the
mare of ice and: snow that . bottom and I followed intermade eventhehairinmyears
mediate and' begin.ner trails
stand on end. My technique au the way down. At the top I
felt pretty ·.good and rode
was terrible at first, and it did
not improve on the way some moguls. I was starting
down. I cursed everyone to feel like Stenmark or Rudy
in HotDog.
,
under three feet tall who flew
I was st~rting to enjoy
by in. front of me. Further on
down the slope I added the myself. ·But -~ben,· almost
quick as itcould,thedreadful"
man who invented ~ki1ng to
my hate list, and f began phil- moment finally came. ltwas ·
four o'clock and the ski area
osophizing about life .and
was closing up. I couldn't
death. In this low point of
believe H. Just when I was
existen9e a. simple equation
also came to mind:the rate of starting to getthe hang of it,
speed _.achieved .. _by a the day was over. Well,. so
beglnn~r is Inversely propor-. much for the pleasure princi ...
p.le; But I have resolved to go
tional to his emotional well~
being divided PY. the square skiing again in the near future
(when finances are availaroot of his fear. · Soon ' I
reached the bottom and · ble). And when I get.to the
began praising my flatlander slopes there will be no fear.
roots. I vowed not to ski ;that
l'J!:. sho.w '~oot.,

as

my

Phmo;. Ed Santilli

B.S.(: .. Women's .Basketball
TONlG.HT.
Bridgewater ~tate takes On Plymouth State at
··
· ."the Kelly Gym'
-Tip-~ff is at.fpo p.m· ..

Watch Th.e
Bear Hunt Continue!
COLLICUTT ·(continued from p. 14)
Gymnasts.

· ·stress

_non~concentration

now Jody thinks she. mrgnr
in the Cardiac
Now thatthe season is ·in full m · those classes b~cause Rehabilitation Department.
swfl1g; :get ouf and suppc;n:t they're not _as import~nt to
Jody atso wm continue her
your, team!'·The first .home· me as c.lasses .1 feel 11~ use work at the Firefighter's
me.et
be ·against· Brown lat~r on in my .field. -v:ou have. Resource Center over the
University . on· Weqnesday, ..to let some things shp ~way'. semester· break and· next
February a at 7:00p.ITJ, ·The Also •. you .have .to b~ semester. As a nap-intern, ·
meet.isguaranteed.to.be a!l o~gan1z.ed--1f .xou ~e not, .she will receive pay. "1.lqy~ .,.
awesome one· so"-don't miss ·forget It. My SOCJal life has my Workther~;" sa"ys 9orn.:.
,it! .
·'
··
.
:·lost priority through.
cutt> ··iTne"·-fire'flghters
·
. years, too. rve given up a lot great to work with and I feel
of my "party tlfe". ·
like I'm learning a lot in th,e
Jody Callicutt· plans to field."
in~ern n"ext semester at Mor- ·
In response to-how she will
_ton Hospital
Taunfon. She fit in all her activities, Jody .
·expresses that her internship says; ~·1 guess I'll just have to
will decide whether she will re-evaluate my priorities
go into hospital work. Right again!"
·

.

. (i:ontinued)

· · · ?lasses; J don't go for the. "A" ,,iWant to work

will

the

in

are
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GRAND OPENING

Feb. 1, 1984, Campus Plaza, Bridgewater
Open Mon.·Sat. 8 AM to 11 PM, Sun. noon to 6 PM
Prices Effective Feb.1-4, 1984

,

..

and. ho
. And we graduated with honors!

. ·399

ALL FLAVORS

Riunite

1.SLTR

ALL.FLAVORS

•

•

Carlo Rossi Wines

~12 OZ LOOSE CANS

~~~~!!~~

.

4LTR

HOT SUB OF THE WEEK~

Hot Pastrami
Cheese Pizza

299

LB

269

LB

159
149

PORTWINE

Cheddar
OUR OWN STORE-COOKED

~

FRESH PIZZA OF THE WEEK

Brie Cheese·· .

-cASE1049 -Roast Beef
CASE 799 Salad Bar

· Natural Ught

--

499

LB

FRENCH

602

.
EACH

219 HOT FOODS HOTLINE

189

··697-3160.
Order ahead and avoid the wait!

